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stration.

at

least fifteen feet with his head and
above water

arms

able.

Eastern Steamship Company’s wharf under the auspices of the Waldo County

test when he called for the smallest lad in
swimming tights, and little Eton Smith
responded. This tiny little chap was instructed and actually towed Mr. Long-
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p- ami Girls Club Premiums.
Fair will offer the
mbers who will make

last

near

new methods and also used
him for demonstrating the first land aids.
Mr. Durham is a fine athletic youth, an
expert swimmer, and has been at the St.

struct in his

John’s Military school at Manlius, N. Y.,
the past year. Mr. Longfellow announced
that young Durham had passed readily
all the tests required of a first aid Red
Cross life saver, could receive a diploma
from Washington and was entitled to
wear their uniform and badge and meHe was also placed in charge of
dallion.
the work that may be done here.
For about eight years the Red Cross
has been demonstratinglife-saving methods on lancfc. and sea, under such experts

a
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the best exhibit: 1
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25; 2 seconds $1.25; 5
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When the knot is slipped loop"

as

A. Hall,

mesa demonstrations

j

trench work.
He demonstrated several methods of
transporting wounded men, leaving one

win

start

prompt.-

will take about two
hours to conduct the same. J. S. Carver, poultry specialist for the College of

ly

be extended over lhe cheeks, mouth,
is the most simple and
eyes and ears and
effective first aid bandage known in

as

scheduled and

Agriculture, who has conducted scores
of these all over the Slate, and the county agent will be present during the entire
demonstrations.
CABLEGRAM.

their gun,

Paris, Aug. 22, 1918.

otherwise protect themselves.
The method of tying the wounded man’s
hands and lifting him on the back has

John F. Knowlton, Ellsworth, Maine.
Committee leaves tonight important

climb

use

or

been explained to at least 50,000 officers
He also explained briefly
the past year.
the simple expedients in emergencies in
resuscitation for suffocation by drowning,
gas, smoke, electric shock, etc.
some wonderful feats in
He

performed

diving, floating, swimming in different
a
positions and found young Durham

Italian trip to return Paris Thursday
morning and finish up Nava! establishments

home
seems

by twenty eighth. Shall leave for
as
possible thereafter, but
impossible to attend to all matters
soon

here and arrive Ellsworth before sixth.

Notify interested persons. Will wire
Valuable information obnext week.
tained.

John A. Peters.
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under the direction of Henry Miller, will be pfedn Tuesday, Sept. 3rd, has
r
Dme in this city at the Colonial
for the first time
sented
States and Canada for the past five years.
^
1 toured the larger clt*“ °f
ADDING bells.
Webster’s famous “Daddy Long Legs” let1
play is a dramatic e
-—
of a pretty waif in a New England orphan
a(iventures
of
tells
the
and
ters
story
head of the institution. Her spirittvranny of the
P. Aldus asylum, who rebels against t
Samuel
'W
by a middle aged philanthropist, who
p
Bolerson, both of Belfast, ed outbreak is overhear
that has been denied her and the condithe gir the c““n“ j |ife
al t,le
Not
residence of the determines to give
even the name of her benefactor.
girl is notto kn
tionimposedisthatthe
his elongated shadow, she nickRev.
Mahlon E.
Is
a
gnmnse
and
catching
knowing his name
l!(,javenue, at 8 p. m. named him “Daddy Long Legs. • tn h;m the pathetic yearning for someone to whom
y
'lfy
I
re attended by Mr,
The letters of the: girl reveal ■to
•
come into her ,ife and he de.
Mrs red
Ijodge. Mr. Aldus is s she can pour
With their meeting begins the appealing
*h; lj(
terminea to visit his *nt*rest g ward.
f the iovers 0f wholesome comedy of the
°"ipany F. of the Thirc
story that has played °" the
seats on sale at box office Friday, Aug.
th<
are
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receiving
wide circle of friends.

who

had the night

j

arrival there disqualified by reason of
his age. Mr. Dickey will be returned to
the position of First Sergeant of the Company which he formerly held, and the
following letter has been received by him
since his return from Augusta.
on

|
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expresseu
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Among the gifts of gold was a
presented by Mrs. A. C.

1-2 piece,

tantM'has

hfea£ s‘rl“d

|

Wedding

for

a

few weeks.

Corporal Howard Newcomb, now stationed at Fort Williams, Portland HarDor, spent (Sunday witn nis parents. Mr.
and Mrs. S. Whitman Newcomb.
Dr.

and Mrs.

William' D.

Grange

ot

recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Toothaker and Mr.

Bronxville, N. Y.,

were

and Mrs. S. Whitman Newcomb.

Hon. David A. Boody of Brooklyn, N
Y., and Mrs. Josephine Forbes of Brooks
have been guests the past week of their
Elisha Wescott of Chelsea, Mass., has
sister, Mrs. Samuel W. Johnson.
arrived in Belfast and will spend the winMrs. Susan Clark of Bangor returned
ter with his sister, Mrs. Retta Wescott,
home Monday after a few days visit with
Congress street.
Belfast friends. She was accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Thombs and little
by her granddaughter, Miss Dorothy
son Leonard left last Monday for a week’s
Smith.
vacation at the Whitehead cottage at
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. Klingeman, son
Lake Quantabacook.
Ralph and daughter Dorothy returned to
Mrs. Augusta Starkey of Washington.
their home in South Weymouth, Mass.,
D. C., left last Saturday for visits in
last Sunday, after a week's visit with
Portland, Boston, and New York before Mrs. Klingeman’ssister, Mrs. W. H.Snow.
going home for the winter.

there for medical treatment. From Stamford Mr. Cook will go directly to Billings,

and Miss Anna Robertson of Morristown,
N. J., autoed to Belfast recently and were

Mont.
Miss Alma Cottrell, connected with the
Educational Union of Boston, is the guest
of relatives in Belfast. She is the daughter of I. M. Cottrell of Somerville, formerly
of Belfast.

guests of
Flanders.

their

uncle,

Dr.

David

F

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of
New York and Mrs. Dudley Davis of
Newport, R. I., are visiting in Belfast.
•Mrs. Davis’ husband, Captain of Co. F

and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson and
Crawford left Monday for an
outing at Sebago Lake. They are at the
Twin Lake House. Mr. Thompson re-

307th Regiment, is with the American
Expeditionary Forces in France and has
been “over the top” twice. Mrs. Davis
is doing her part in the Red Cross work

turned home Tuesday.

Mrs. Mary Wadsworth has returned
from Middletown, Conn., where she has
been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Adella

Mr.

Edna D.

Miss

Mona

vv

yse

oi

auyusia

amvcu

Friday to spend several days in Belfast
the guest of Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw.
Miss Wyse is employed in the office of
the Central Maine Power Co.

W. Packard, her grandson and wife, Mr
Mr. Packand Mrs. Ansel Wr. Packard.
ard, a graduate of the U. of M., is now

Mr. and Mrs. Noah L. Page of Beverly, superintendent of the Connecticut Power
married to
Mass., who have been the guests for two Company. He was recently
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. George itittredge, Miss Lytle Morrill of Belmont.
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson left Wednesday
are now in Bucksport visiting Mr. Page’s
for Athol, Mass., where he joined Mrs
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miller and daugh- Wilson, who has been visiting there the
They will go to Northlield,
ter Mabel of Ryegate, Vt., and Mr. and past week.
the 200th anniversary of
Mrs. Harold Dean and daughter Marjorie Mass., to attend
church of
of South Braintree, Mass., arrived re- 1 the First Parish ^Unitarian)
which Mr. Wilson was pastor for about
V.
A.
SimMrs.
and
Mr.
to
visit
cently
three years.
Mr. Wilson has several
mons.
parts on the three-days’ program in this,
H.
arrived
Rev. and Mrs. Harry
Upton
very unusual event.
Tuesday to visit Mrs. Upton’s mother,
Mrs. J. O. Hayes. They will leave next
week for Springvale, where Mr. Upton
will begin his pastorate of the Baptist
church September 8th.

MARY H. SMALL.
Mary H., widow of the late Ezekiel
Small, died Aug. 22nd at the Belfast
Home for Aged Women, where she had
lived for several years. Mrs. Small came

Miss Marian Knowlton, elder daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rnowlton of Northport avenue, has arrived from Washington, D. C., where she is employed in the

to Belfast many years ago from Vassalboro and lived in East Belfast on what is
After
now’ known as the Bradman farm.
the death of her husband she 1M c i for

office of the adjutant general, and will
spend two weeks here.

about ten years in the Roscoe Black
Mrs. Austina G. Wilson and Mrs. Geo.
house. She was born in South China,
H. Robertson of this city accompanied bySept. 17, 1837, the daughter of the late
Mrs. Evie Gregory of Glen Cove and Mrs. ;
j William and Mary (Crommett) Gaodspeed.
Rose Snow of Rockland were guests the
She had been in failing health for some
and
Rhoades
past week of Rev. Hosea W.
1 time, but the end came suddenly <d z.eart
family at Tenant’s Harbor.
failure. She is survived by one -:st.er,
Rev. and Mrs. David L. Wilson of Mrs. Martha Allen of
Greenwood, Mass.,
Bath, formerly of Belfast, are with their and by several nephews rad a mece.
at
trip
camping
sons on their annual
L>r Elmer
; Two step-sons also survive,
Georges Lake, Liberty. Mrs. Wilson is Small of Belfast and Janies B. Small of
expected to visit in Belfast a few days Lynn, Mass A prayer service wras held
next week, the guest of Mrs. Charles E. at her recent home at noon rri 1
and

Bells.

Carter-Fowles. Charles W. Carter i
of Bath, formerly of Belfast, and Miss I
Hazel M. Fowles of Belfast were married at
the Unitarian parsonage at 4 p. m., Satur-

|

Knowlton,

News has been received that Miss Mima

Owen.
Mr. and Mrs.

her remains
rmenr. uuieucm

<nc

day, August 24th. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson officiated, with the single ring service.
They were unattended. The bride wore

were

ceiving congratulations on tbe birth ol a
He has been named ! son Goodspeed.
Aug. 10th.
Joseph R., 2d, in honor of his grandfath- South China.
Mrs. Littlefield and son, who are at
the Augusta General ilospital, are both
er.

taken bv

un

1

Charles K. Coombs to South Ch-sa.
the funeral was held at the he 's

it-

son,

I

The interm .-.it

ker
acre

iud;i\

SHERMAN W. FREEMAN

doing finely.
Clark, bearing the date of 1834, and a
mu;
Sherman W. Freeman died at his
Among; a tan travelling suit with hat and shoes
$10 piece from Mrs. Crosby.
I
fruit
from
Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock left in Providence, R. i., Saturday ni" ;.ng.
after
the
of
left
directly
They
other gifts was a basket
to match.
Mrs. Rose S. Sheldon and daughters and service for a short visit with the bride’s recently for an outing at the Condon Aug. 24th, after a short illness of c.ucer
V. 1
made the
a bouquet of roses from Mr. and,Mrs.
I grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. camp at Belgrade Lakes. They
of the throat. lie was horn in NorthL. Hall.
in his
Woodcock
L.
H.
Mr.
with
to
the
returned
trip
port about 47 years ago, the son of ihe.Hall, in Belmont. They
have rehome Sunday night and left on touring car. The gentlemen
late Erastus D. and Sarah (Stevens1 TreeALEXANDER McCAMBRIDGS'.
j groom’s
a
Mrs. Woodcock remains for
He came to Belfast when a young
man.
the Monday morning train for Bath, where turned, but
Alexander McCambridge died at his |1 the groom is employed by Huse & Co. longer visit.
j
boy and lived for years in the family of
home in Frankfort Aug. 22nd, aged about |1 The bride is the elder daughter of Mrs.
G. Bicknell. Since
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Eager, Mr. and his half-brother, Henry
79 years. He was well known in Belfast, i Walter Roberts.
She graduated from
E. Slantial and Mrs. Sumner [ leaving Belfast he had been in business in
Mrs.
Arthur
1
where he worked several years as a bar- the Belfast High school in 1916 and has i
and
and New Haven, Conn
Bridges were called to Penobscot the past Hartford,
The
ber, going from here to Frankfort.
been employed in the box factory of the | week to attend the funeral of Mrs. Nancy since last, fall had been in Providence.
at
10.30
|
funeral was held at his late home
Grace L., daughter of the
Leonard & Barrows Shoe Co. The groom
Bridges. The deceased has been a fre- He married
The remains were !
a. m., Saturday.
late Mr. and Mrs. Leonard L. Gentner,
is the only son of Mrs. Vena H. (Welch) |
was
she
where
in
visitor
Belfast,
quent
brought to Waldo by Undertaker Charles and the late Walter F. Carter, formerly
who survives him with their daughter,
well and very favorably known.
the Bel- 1
R. Coombs, where the interment was of
attended
He
Mass.
Dorothy Louise Freeman. Two half-sisMalden,
Mr. and Mrs. William Holt and party ters and two half-brothers also survive,
made.
fast High school and was for a time [
left Sunday for their annual motor tour Mrs. Flora Freeman Mitchell and Mrs.
Howes’
grocery
the
in
clerk
as
granges.
employed
news of the
of Maine, New Hampshire and Massa- Hattie
Freeman Barbour of Boston,
store. They received many valuable and j
will return the
board for the I chusetts beaches. They
Charles E. Bicknell of Rockland and
will
Waldo
Pouseful
They
gifts.
North
of
The next meeting
acfirst week in September and will be
George E. Bicknell of Meriden, Conn.
with Burnham present in Bath and later plan to keep j
mona Grange will be
by their daughter, Miss An- The funeral was held at his late home in
companied
A
special house.
Grange, Saturday-, Sept.' 7th.
since
Providence Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
nette, who has been in Washington
meeting is called at that time on account
O’Connell spent Sunday last December where she holds a govern- The remains arrived in Belfast Tuesday
Charles
Mrs.
the
on
reguI night for interment in Grove cemetery.
of Waterville fair occurring
ment position.
with relatives in Castine.

j

:

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Graham of
Greenville Junction are visiting Mrs,
Graham’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. O.

Frederick W. Brown, Willis Arnold and Valentine has sailed for France.
She
son Robert of Warsaw, N. Y., and guests
transferred from Camp
was recently
spent several days the past week camp- Devens to the base hospital at Fort < >gleing out at Sprague’s Cove, Islesboro.
thorpe, Ga., and sailed from there.
Wm. L. Cook left Monday for StamDr. and Mrs. Charles F. Flanders, son
ford, Conn., to visit Mrs. Cook, who is David J. Flanders of Manchester, N. H.s

__

^ c|w«vman,

i&e-Ret

Dickey,

before the trip to Augusta been elected
to the position of Second Lieutenant, was

j

A scene in “Daddy Long Legs”
“Judy” and the children at the orphanage,on Tuesday
Theater
evening, Sept. 3rd.
which will be presented at the Colonial

and by a sister,
*'• Burd of West Medford,

g

Melvin O.

__

aughlers;

I:

One of the keen disappointments to
was the fact that Sergt.

a

and Mrs. Clarence E. Frost.

Miss Margaret Owen of Bangor has
been the guest of her brother, Charles E.

Company F.

of neighborly relations. Taken completely by surprise, Mr. Burdin responded,
acknowledging their pleasure and appre-

and address mu..t

me

of Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons.

to report his illness was not occasioned
by his work in camp.

ness

on the ground
.iliue, County Agent,
lock Tuesday morn-

1

who

this city, who
government position at Washington, D. C., is the guest for a week of Mr.
has

days at the Camp for dinner and made
addresses to the members of the Regi- Owen, and family for the past week.
ment. Sunday evening, the closing day
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Mclntire of
| of the Camp, there was given a minstrel South Freeport arrived recently to visit
show which attracted a large audience, their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. John B.
the members of the Camp appearing Mclntire.
in the circle and Company F. was
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith, Mrs. Addie
represented by Lieut. Hammons and Carleton and Miss Clara FlyeofWaterSergt. Dickey.
ville were guests Sunday of Miss Ida S.
Capt. Orrin J. Dickey was unfortunate Burgess.
to fall ill on his arrival at Camp and was
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Murch, son Donald
in the hospital two and a half days beand Mrs. George Murch of Medford,
fore he was able to be on the field, but
Mass., were recent guests of Miss Fannie
found it a very good place to be ill in and
C. Welch.
care and attention of the best.
Contrary

in being present, their pleasure in
bestowing the golden coins, and their
best wishes and hope of the continuance

of these prizes must
and girls' club.
be entered for more

^premium. Hiust be
1

oi

him away.
Gov. Carl E. Milliken and Mayor Swift
of Augusta were both guests on different

--

amyin,
o

forces latent

High school age, and at
time to accommodate the work-

youths

Charles E. Getchell of

Dr. Edward Miller Corliss of Plymouth,
N. H., arrived last Thursday, the guest

j

Special

jj*?.

a«u

productive

Mr. and Mrs. William K. McNeil.

This might have been bettered but
one of his own men gave

Wedding

Montville; August
30th, at 2 p. m on the farm of Ralph E.
Reynolds, Freedom; August 31st, at 9 a.
m. on the farm of John McKinley, Jackson and August 31st, at 2.30 p. m. on the
farm of Elmer Clement, Winterport.

can

and also both hands free to

aencaie

Orrin J.

Headquarters, Third Infantry.
Camp Reyes, Augusta, Maine.
August 20, 1918.
cational forces, and our agents in the
Mr. Melvin O. Dickey,
for
their
of
time
unselfish
devotion
field,
Belfast, Maine.
and effort to this important work.
My. dear Mr. Dickey:—
I am informed by the Adjutant General
W. B. Wilson.
! that in accordance with paragraph 14 of
the law establishing a National Guard for
A Golden
Celebration. the
United States, that you are not eligible for a commission as Second LieuMr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Burdin of this ii tenant. The law provides that the Seccity observed the fiftieth anniversary of 1i ond Lieutenant shall not be more than
of age. A waiver might be
their marriage at their attractive and thirty years
] asked for in this case and would probably
comfortable home on Durham street be granted if your age was not more than
Saturday, August 24th, from 2 to 5 p. m. five years in excess of the specified limit.
Arthur W. Burdin and Miss Martha Jane, I am informed that you are more than
forty-one years of age. I have made an
daughter of John and Cerena Pearson effort to name you as a First Lieutenant
1
married
in Rockland Aug. on the staff, but find that even with that
Hall, were
24th, 1868, by the Rev. Joseph Kalloch. rank, according to the law, you would be
Of the family and friends who attended ineligible to a commission.
I regret this \ ery much, your spirit,
the wedding only one remains, Mrs. Clara
zeal and appearance, all have impressed
Hall Crosby of Somerville, who came to me very favorably and I regard your loss
as a distinct misfortune.
ueiiasi to ne present ar me anniversary.
Very respectfully,
Mr. and Mrs. Burdin have three chilHarry M. Bigelow,
dren—Gertrude, wife of Eugene H. Cook,
Colonel, 3rd Inf. N. G. Me.
her
who lives with
parents, Justin G.
During the stay in camp Percy Smart
Burdin of Peabod)-, Mass., and Mrs.
was appointed Corporal and did considerEdna E. Annis of Los Angeles, Calif.
able service as a guard at the office of
They also have two grandchildren, Edna
Colonel Bigelow as well as acting as an
and Phyllis Burdin of Peabody.
orderly to him. Capt. Dickey was emMr. and Mrs. Burdin lived in Boston
ployed during the closing days of camp
nearly twenty years and their children
in the office of Colonel Bigelow and all
Were born there.
Later they came to
the Belfast men received most excellent
Searsmont, where they remained for a
recognition during their stay in camp.
short time, then moved to Belfast, where
There was no drill of the company
have
since
resided.
they
Wednesday evening, but Friday evening
Fortune has favored and time has dealt
there will be a three hour period.
kindly, with this couple who have lived
A non-gommissioned officers school will
half
of
this
century
happily together
be opened this week under the direction
married life and they scarcely realize that
of Capt. Dickey and officers of the comthey are among the favored few to reach
and all “non-coms” will be required
1 pany
so
few
show
of
and
stone
this mile
yet
to be in attendance. Just when this
time’s traces of age. Both have for years
Company will be called to service has not
attended services at the Baptist church
yet been announce 1, but there is no quesa
member
of
has
been
Burdin
and Mr.
j
tion but that they will have service this
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., and is interest- i
fall in some section.
ed in the order. Since coming to Belfast |
! Fred Drew who left the Company here
house
at
been
he has
carpentry, j
employed
and went to Syracuse, New York, in the
Saturday the home was very bright and
draft has been appointed as a Corporal in
cheerful in its decorations of goldenrod,
j his Company there and is very well
phlox and dahlias. About forty friends I
pleased with the new location. He was a
and neighbors came to offer congratulacook in the Belfast Company.
tions and best wishes for many happy reThe draft this week takes from Comturns of Aug. 24th. Mrs. Cook, assisted
F, Clarence Nickerson of Swanpany
by Misses Annie Smalley and Georgia ville and Fred R. Dickey of Belfast.
M. Sheldon, served ice cream and cake.
There will be another election of the
The happy couple were the recipients of
officers of Company F, on Friday even$50 in gold from their daughter, Mrs.
ing, Sept. 6th, when a second lieutenant
Annis. A purse of gold from their neighwill be elected.
Fred
E.
Mrs.
bors was presented by
I

follows:

farm of C.

appreciated.

ears.

a

is

in the

August 29ih, at 2.30 p. m., on the farm
of P. A. Bradford, Norihport avenue,
Belfast; August 30th, at 9.30 a. m. on the

Very deftly and rapidly he demonstrated an interesting trench bandage, four
inches wide and four feet long, and developed bv a private soldier in the trench-

the

it

mobilize the vast

place and time of these demonstrations
will be

for proper instruction and your work will

It is
need of first aid.
es to meet actual
always tied first on the top of the head
extending from under the chin and over

in the problems of the American boy.

strations is to cull out the non-producers
and teach he poultry producers to drypick so as to secure a higher price. The

wool sweater that had been sent in to
It deserved the
the Chicago Red Cross.
ridicule he made of it as he put it on and
called attention to its enormous size and

be

young manhood.
The boy power of the country can not
be treated merely as productive mechanism. As a human element of the war

ing demonstrations conducted throughout
the county. The object of these demon-

He said if you want to
:he Fair grounds Sept. other defects.
Seventy-three premiums heir go to the Red Cross headquarters

L

|

ed.

machine it merits special consideration,
and I am happy to see that it is receiving
the thoughtful care of minds well trained

PERSONAL.

intensive training at Camp |

for the fact that

During the last three days of this
month there will be five culling and kill-

He took occasion to
as Mr. Longfellow.
demonstrate the waste of war materials
in knitting regardless of Red Cross in-

an

due

1

John

struction,and exhibited

upon

j the same
] ers to a new environment and surround
John Richard Nutter, Thorndike.
them with physical and moral safeguards
Ralph Herbert Richards, Belfast.
I am gratified
James Horace Hull, Burnham.
upon a standardized plan.
Richard Woodbury Stephenson, Belfast, ! to
say that this problem has been apIrving Perkins Rich, Searsport.
conscientiousHarold Alexander Marriner, Belmont, i proached intelligently and
Albert Crosby Fowler, Unity.
ly. The officials in control of the policies
Charles Pembroke Carter, Belfast.
of the United States Boys’ Working ReGeorge B. Hills, Lincolnville.
serve have the full vision of its possibiliWymond Edmond Evans, Monroe.
the most of them;
Laurens Everett Donaldson, Thorndike. ties and are making
and this with reference both to producRobert Henry Hanson, Thorndike.
Frank Edward Riley, Monroe.
tion and to boy-conservation.
John Clifton Tibbetts, Palermo.
The facts and figures for 1918, not yet
Lee McAllister, Burnham.
complete, are eloquent of what m ly be
Edward Lewis Leonard, Brooks.
Joseph Bacon, Thorndike R. F. D. 3.
expected of this vital branch of the EmCollins Pattee Taylor, Brooks.
ployment Service in the coming crop
Gordon Elmer Curtis, Waldo.
I look forward with confidence to
year.
Arthur Ernest Amsden, Brooks.
a still
more wonderful record by the
Milo Fields Winterport.
Donald Merle Shute, Belfast.
United States Boys’ Working Reserve
George Stuart Earl Brackett, Belfast.
in 1919.
Carol Clifton Banks, Star Route 1261
Thanks of the Department of Labor
Earl Andrew Knight, Frankfort.
are due to the Governors of the States,
the State Councils of Defense, the EduPOULTRY DEMONSTRATIONS.

by.
Durham, elder son of !
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Durham, to inHe used

Registration.

27, only three less than the estimated
average number.
They will now receive
tneir questionaires in
order that they
may be classed for examination, etc.
Those registered were:
Evan Lancey Haskell,Stockton Springs,
Amos Nealey Conant, Winterport.

balanced and held the closest attention of
the large crowd gathered on the pier, the
float and in boats

the achievement of the United
a branch
States Boys’ Working Reserve,
that from
Service
of the Employment
has
small and experimental beginnings

sav-

The registration Saturday of young
men in Waldo
county, who have become
21 years of age since June 5th last totaled

platform to the strip of water in front of
the float, where he talked as readily as
AND 1894.
he did on the boards, and at the same
emocratic Adminis- time demonstrated new methods of swimiy the commitments ming and of life saving. His conversa.... were one thousand
tion on both platforms was bright, well

18-

yf Mi-

j

a few years ago he was a victim of tuberculosis of the spine and was in plaster
casts. His muscles were uniformly developed and his skin a clear nut brown.

After an introduction by Mr. James H.
Howes, who also explained the necessity
of man preservation in war time conditions, Mr. Longfellow gave demonstrations on the public boat float near the
wharf, of approved methods of manhandling, of transporting wounded solBorn.... Married....
diers without the use of stretchers, of
Market.Stockton
bandaging head wounds, first aid of
dispelling water from the lungs and let-

p"

the methods of

PERSONAL.

George F. Reynolds and family of PortMiss Viola M. Brown of Boston is
land were recent guests of Dr. and Mrs.
a
short
vacation with friends in
spending
Hammons this
Eugene L. Stevens.
city.
Lieut. Carl Stevens of the Medical Dept.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Caston and son
Mr. Lawrence Lovely of Boston arrivSergt. Melvin O. Dickey, Sergt. Roy E.
of Gardiner are visiting friends
ed recently to visit Mr. and Mrs. Charles George
Young and Corporal Percy Smart, returnand relatives in Belfast and Belmont.
Bradbury.
ed home Monday evening.
Fred H. Obrey, formerly with the BelMrs. Hattie Luce Braun of Vassalboro
During the stay there the Belfast men
fast
Home Furnishing Co., returned Sunhad a taste of all kinds of work and came is the guest at the home of her brother,
day to Camp Devens after a brief visit
home looking fine and hardy as the re- Frank B. Luce.
at home.
sults of the ten days out of door training.
Mrs. George Crosby of Somerville,
Mrs. James F. Preston of Dowell, Mass.,
In a sham battle among the divisions of Mass., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
is spending a week in Belfast, the guest
the command which was fought out on Arthur W. Burdin.
of Mrs. John M. Hichman and Miss Louise
one of the hills near the camp grounds,
Mrs. G. C. Kilgore arrived from MedHazeltine.
Lieut. Ross I. Hammons of this city was
ford, Mass., last Friday, the guest of Dr.
Mrs. Henry Eaton of Springfield, Mo.,
complimented by the instructors in the and Mrs. E. A. Wilson.
is visiting relatives in Castine and will
excellence of his marksmanship and good
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hubley of Dorarrive Saturday, the guest of her sister,
work, he having “killed” five of the
chester, Mass., arrived recently to visit
Mrs. Charles O’Connell.
enemy before his position was discover-

already attained an importance claiming
national attention.
in the vaUnder fortunate leadership
fellow several feet by the hair on the top
has grown
rious States, the movement
of his head and also by his ears.
view of its reto proportions which, in
The close attention given the speaker
cent inception and early handicaps, I
by the little boys indicated that they
The necessiregard as truly remarkable.
were learning lessons that would be valuthat the country avail itself of boy
ty
able to them. They crowded on the lloat
us.
That
labor on a large scale is upon
until it was very nearly submerged. Mr.
to an inaccording
done
be
should
this
Longfellow gave his lecture in Rockport i
the fullest
telligent plan is essential to
before coming to Belfast and left here !
utilization of this labor, together with
Monday for Searsport.
consideration for the welfare of our

Mr.

r,!| Fashions...Great-|
Man Ever Had....
‘ul Red Cross EnterSea rsport.
Flay Critics j
Ken
4
transfers in Real Es...

to

demonstrating

After

has reason Keyes, Augusta, Me., Capt.
Department of Labor
Organization
Field
its
Dickey, First Lieut. Ross I.
congratulate

The

ing those in danger of drowning he used
Mr. Durham, with the exception of one

Longfellow’s present adHis father
dress is Washington, D. C.
belonged to the Portland, Maine, Longfellow family. His family are now in
Massachusetts. He is a fine specimen of
manhood, weighing 200 pounds, but as
agile and graceful as a school boy. Only

..

the most remark-

Wilbert E. Longfellow, field agent, first
aid division of the American Red Cross,
was in Belfast over Sunday and gave a
public demonstration at 4 p. m., at the

Chapter.

v„,s

was

FOUK CENTS

1918._

The Third Maine Infantry.

The United States Boys’
Working Reserve.

most apt pupil in every instance. To
those looking on his "stunt” of walking

First Aid Demon-

AUGUST 29.

lar date.

Our

how to use their weapons effectively on
the battlefield. The work of our navy
in conjunction of those of our Allies has
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUG. 29, 1918. been marvelous in affording absolute safety to our transport. The danger of our
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
defeat lies no longer over there but right
Hie Republican ]ournal Pub. Co. here at home. We have demonstrated
that we have the necessary military man
power to force Germany to her knees,
A. I. BROWN, Editor.

The Republican

Journal

months.

Here is

mines up to

a

No one can question the earnest loyalty
of the Republican minorities of the Senate
and the House.
They have with a few
uninfluential

remedy for headache.
WAY by relieving the stomach, liver

matter that must be gotten out of the
This
can be assured.
is accomplished promptly and agreeably by taking as directed a teaspoonful of the genuine “L. F.” Atwood Med-

impure

so long in use in New England homes.
Follow ins'ruetions on the bottle and get into condition to enjoy your
work. This is a money saving remedy, for it will cost you
only one cent a dose, 50 cents for 00 doses, to get well and

icine,

point much

1

stay well. Ask your dealer for “L. F.”s, prepared by the
L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

above the normal, but we must build up
a
greater railroad effectiveness. Food
must be transported before it car. be sent
to our soldiers abroad or used by millions
of our people here at home. Every week
for several months the enlistments and
the shipyyards and munition factories, have been drawing able bodied
men from the railroads, the farms and

draft,

When Mr. McAdoo became
director-general of the railroads he at
once increased the pay of employes. This
caused some adverse criticism but failure

the mines.

to have done this would have caused
exouus

Republican

Nominations.

For United States Senator,

Poland.

BERT M. FERNALD,
For Governor.

Augusta

CARL E. MILL1KF.N,
For State Auditor,

Augusta

ROY L. WARDWELL,
For

Representative

to Congress,

JOHN A. PETERS,

CLEMENT,

Montville

For County Attorney,
RALPH I.

MORSE,

For Clerk of Courts,
JAMES FI. CILLEY,
For Judge of Probate,

me

an

M/v

uaius,

and the lines. Railroad men have asked,
and perhaps when this article is read, will
have been granted an increase of 40 p erIf it has not and is not to
cent in wages.
be granted thousands of men who are
now doing railroad work will seek more
lucrative employment. Partial paralysis
and perhaps utter demoralization of the
transportation system of the country will
then ensue. The urgent necessity for

Bought in the celebrated “Tripl-Seal” Brick
—by the Plate or Box —in College Ices,

Sodas and Cones—

Ellsworth ships has resulted in the payment of

For State Senator,
JAMES J.

irom

Belfast
Waldo

wages which seem to be practically impossible to the railroads as corporations,
although Mr. McAdoo holding the keys
of the Treasury of the United States in

Ice Cream

his hands will be able to overbid the managers of government shipyards and take
it put of the people by an increase of

(Bri’c/j

or

so.

Bul}()

is always the most delicious and safest Cream to
For 22 years New England’s favorit e Ice Cream
because its purity and flavor are unapnroached.

buy.

JERSEY DEALER prizes your trade. That’s
why he pays more tor JERSEY CREAM—in order
to give you the best to be had.
“Loolifor the Tripl-Seal”
JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.. LAWRENCE, MASS
10'
For Sale by
The

READ & HILLS, Druggists.

as pauper bills and Mrs. O'Brien was
not at any time treated as a pauper or so
a pocket ! considered
by us, and was permitted to
go to the town farm only at her own
u,.
UUUtV, UUl ii tic lltiu, a
request.
tor many years vvamo couiu> nas uceu
help, keeping pace with the government
Selectmen of the town of Sanford.
what we call in politics, a close county. industries, he would find that the average
Samuel j. Mitchell,
When the Republicans have been united working man liKes the looks of a dollar
Dennis Johnson,
Charles P Rowe
and enthusiastic and have subordinated earned in a city or large town better than
to
their personal differences o£ opinion
a
dollar earned on a farm. The farmer
STATE OF MAINE.
If we
party success, they have won.
His sons are in the army
needs help.
August 21, 1918.
profit by the lessons taught in the past and “hired men” are in the shipyard. The County of York, S.S.
we shall win in the coming election, and
Personally appeared the above named
question “can we feed them?” will be \
that we do win is important, because answered within the next 18 months, and Samuel Mitchell, Charles P. Rowe and
Dennis Johnson, and made oath that the
success in 1918 will do much to strengthen
when the answer comes it will come first [
foregoing statement by them subscribed
us for the greater struggle whieh is to
from the farm and will be echoed from ; is true.
the
look
at
we
When
in
1920.
Before me,
come
the freight train. Mr. Hoover is doing
situation logically, there is no reason his work well but his work is neither
Thomas W. Wallace,
[Seal]
Notary Public.
seen why we should not win this year if
He is

enable him to do

THEY UPHELD HIS HANDS.

He does not have

vuuiu

w.v.

When the selective draft bill was be-

v,.

j

fore the House of Representatives
amendments

merous

were

nu-

proposed and

When the
numerous votes were taken.
bill had been worked into form and was

likely to have a passage President Wilson urged an
“essential modification.”
A further amendment which would put
into the bill the wishes of Mr. Wilson,
was voted on, when 164 Republicans voted for what the President wanted and 14
Republicans voted against it. On the
other hand only 79 Democrats voted for
what Mr. Wilson wanted and 118 voted

against what he wanted. And now Br’er
plowing, sowing nor harvesting.
Newbert is wringing his hands and betime Republican
we work for it, an old
preventing waste. His work is importseeching the people to elect Democrats
Sanford, Maine, August 21, 1918.
victory in the county and in the State. ant but not fundamental. Can we feed
to Congress to “uphold the hands of the
Frank J. Ham,
Our present State administration from a them?
President in carrying on the war.” We
Augusta, Me.
business standpoint has been a good one.
In the case of Mary O’Brien of this believe Mr. Wilson is too much of a
poliIt has been so good that the Democrats
of
that
the
local
branch
would
town
say
ANOTHER LIE NAILED
tician to write any letters to the citizens

have not ventured to assail it. Our entire delegation in Congress has stood

solidly with the President. The Democrats cannot deny that statement. Our
Governor and his entire administration
have supported the President unreservedly and even the Democrats admit it.
down to Waldo county,
we think most people will say that our
affairs have been managed wisely and
When

we

come

Our

Democratic

candidate

for

the American Red Cross was in constant
touch with this case and we are satisfied
that she was well cared for.
E. A. Folsom,
Chairman Civilian Relief,

the

Stales Senate is gifted with a
most fervid imagination and an exuberHe has been reant flow of language.

United

THE DEMOCRATS HAVE ARRIVED.

peating to the people of this State a most
pathetic story about a lady who lived in

On the 7th day of March, 1918, former
President Taft contributed an article to

the town of Sanford. She had a son in
the Army. Her husband died last De-

Public Ledger from
The story which this peerless the Philadelphia
well. All this being true the bewildered ;
we
clip the following extract:
elaborator tells, pictures the lady as which
Democrats who have been journeying
estimate and point of view argues
having fallen into dire distresses by rea- “This
to appreciate the real duty of
through the State, appealing for votes,
a
failure
son of ill-health and poverty and that she
in this war.
have had but three propositions on which
Her son, the United States
was taken to the poorhouse.
to base their appeal. First, that their nomOur Allies do not expect us to carry on
rei
to
his
mother’s
of
came
hearing
this,
inee for Governor is a nice man. That’s
debate with the German and Ausa
ief. On arriving at the poorfarm the ! joint
We should
true. Second, that we must support the
trian chancellors.
mother rushed into the arms ot her son |
President and that the only way to do
raise an army of not less than five miland expired. While telling this tale the
this is by voting the Democratic ticket.
The quicker we act in
lion men.
narrator cannot refrain from weeping,
That’s nonsense. Third, that Governor
this view the speedier and more certain
and sobs choke his utterance until with
Miiliken’s management of reclassification
The draft act must be
our victory.
the tones of a Demosthenes he condemns
was unwarranted and that his interpretato carry out such preparations.”
amended
the Republican party collectively and
tion of the so-called dependency law canFrom the speech of Colonel Roosevelt
Governor Milliken specifically for perof
view.
from
any
point
not be justified
delivered March 28, 1918, at the Maine
this shocking inhumanity.
This is not true, ana any person witn a mitting
Kepublican convention, ne aeciareu iuai
The following will show how much rereceptive and well balanced mind can, by
but force would win the war and
nothing
UdlltC can uc piaccvj
a
very little investigation, satisfy himan army of five million men should
that
statements, whatself that this third Democratic affirma- gentleman’s political
be raised with all possible speed to furever they may be, on any occasion.
tion is a childish invention designed to
nish this force. Both before and after
SANFORD, MAINE, August 21, 1918.
mislead the public. The memory of the
the above dates, Chairman Hays of the
oldest Republican in Maine runneth not Frank J. Ham,
Republican National Committee, in many
Augusta, Maine.
back to a time when the Democrats enpublic addresses, urged the passage of
officers
the
undersigned municipal
We,
deavored to build a campaign on such a of the town of Sanford, on oath depose all constructive measures necessary to
flimsy foundation as this. They cannot and say that it having been brought to put into effect a “win the war now’’
win and most of them realize it. Even our attention that certain false statements
1918, General March,
made throughout the State of policy. August 14,
tiie hope that Republicans will vote for are being
before the SenMaine with reference to the care of Mary Chief of Staff, appeared
their nominee for Governor is fading.
O’Brien, a former resident of Sanford, ate Committee on military affairs and in
The Republican party split wide open in we desire to make the following statebehalf of that part of the administration
Few ment of facts pertaining to her case.
g reenback times and again in 1614.
as the War Department said this:
of her husband, Mike known
death
the
After
of its members will, by their votes, again
is to
in December, nineteen seven- “The policy of the War Department
O’Brien,
'open a way for new dissensions to become teen, Mrs. O’Brien was paid four dollars put the maximum number of men in
rife.
per week by this town as State aid of France with the idea of shortening the
soldiers’ dependants until February eighThe President has finally
war.
teenth, nineteen eighteen, when she being
CAN WE FEED THEM?
under sixty years of age the town was announced that the American military
not reimbursed for anything paid after policy from this time on is centered on
The last few weeks have been a critical January 1, nineteen eighteen. After that the western front and we have declined to
although there was no special apThe
period in the progress of "the war, and have date,
from that one thing
propriation by the town for the care of be diverted
shewn that the Allies were more than soldiers’ dependants, the town of Sanford
purpose of America is to furnish enough
with the
strong enough to hold their own
paid her rent, store bills and for the ser- man power to whip the Germans from
Better than that the people of vices of a nurse for a number of weeks
enemy.
The only way that Germany
now on.
when we determined that she would rethe United States and the AdministraAmerica going into
ceive better care at the Ross Hospital can be whipped is by
tion at Washington have shown that and took her there where she remained this thing with her whole strength.
they have settled down to a determina- for a period of about three weeks, during
It is up to us to win the war.
and
tion to win the war regardless of the which time we paid for her board
it will take will depend exactHow
long
care the sum of twenty-five dollars per
cost of blood and treasure. The effort
week. At the end of which time her ly upon what we do. If we drag along
is now what it should have been months condition was much improved and we with this thing and put a small force
The German propaganda has been advised her that she could remain at the
a go.
over there, we will be playing Germany’s
driven to cover. The I. W. W. is getting, hospital and her expenses would be paid
It is my belief that with an
game.
on
insisted
town.
however,
the
She,
by
its just deserts. The rain coat swindlers
the hospital and requested to be American Army of 4,000,000 men in.
leaving
have been arraigned. We are building
permitted to go to the town farm because France, under one commander-in-chief,
ships. We are making arms, munitions she had a friend there by the name of we can go through the German lines
and equipment of all needed kinds. We Nora Hurlihy. She had been at the town
we please.” Having been drillfarm approximately a week when her wherever
are raising an army which will be large
son Eddie came from Portland, took her ed for almost six months by “constructenough to show Germany her mistake from the town farm and removed her to ive criticism” these watchful waiting
She remained at Old
when she sneered at our military efficiency Old Orchard.
to the high
Her son then warriors, have at last climbed
and power. We have already a force of Orchard a short time.
have joined
a house on North avenue in San-' plateau of common sense and
rented
other
about 1,500,000 brave men on the
ford and took her there and she died forces with the Republicans. The Demoside of the Atlantic who have been dem- there. While there was no special apcrats have arrived. Now we will win
onstrating to the Huns that they have propriation by the town for the care of
war.
the
bills
these
we
paid
soldiers’
dependents
not only courage but the knowledge of
cember.
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licans with seeking partisan ends. Their j
criticism has merely brought mistakes I
*
sharply to the public notice to secure !
their correction under stress of public
opinion. They have given their hearty j
support to every war measure and every j
war appropriation, frequently in the face
of misgiving and serious doubt. They
! voted $640,000,000 for aviation purposes,
without any accompanying information
as to how the money was to be expended.
They were unwilling to embarrass the
Administration or subject the expenditure to examination, though the result
The
shows it would have been wise.
affirmative votes of Republicans have
in
many instances, great political
given,
power and prestige to the Democratic
Administration, but there has been no
Republican hesitation.
Now what of the next election? The
Administration has sought to secure
what is called a non-partisan return of
loyal members of Congress. That nonpartisanship seems to apply only in States
where the Republican majorities would
be overwhelming and where the withdrawal of Democratic opposition is a
concession of no substance.
It does not
work where there is a chance for a Democratic candidate in either the Senate
In Wisconsin, in which
or the House.
the Republican candidate for Senate was
in
a
life-and-death
engaged
struggle with
pro-German opposition, the President
wrote a letter attacking him, and seeking
I the electioh of a warm personal supporter
and Democrat, whom he had urged to
run.
In Michigan, a Republican State,
where there is a division between the
Republicans, the President has invited
| Mr. Ford, a former Republican, who
I rarely voted, and an extreme pacifist be; fore the war, to become the Democratic
candidate, with a view to securing a noth*
| er thick-and-thin supporter in the Seni ate.
Politics was not adjourned in the
: acts.
Such a policy of so-called nonpartisanship, if carried to success, will result in a Democratic Congress completely
subject to the discipline of the Administration, furnishing no stimulus to definite
I policy and no impulse to prompt action.

HUMPHREYS*

Bliss Business

College

Lewiston, Maine.
Maine’s School of Modern Business Efficiency uua
Civil Service and Government positions. Complete cour-

hand, stenotypy, typewriting and bookkeeping. Normal
specialty. Fall opening Tuesday, September 10.
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entire delegation in Congress there is
slacker in supporting the President.
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“constructive criticism” for

for,

wh'ch it deserves unqualified commendation. Such criticism as has been offered

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine
156 William Street, New York.

Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.
^

Mil t:

SICK STOCK

The need of this crisis is states-

men.

The Democratic candidate for United
States Senator from this State is reported to have once said that he had German
blood in his veins. Whether he is of
German ancestry we do not know, neither
do we know whether he ever claimed to
article printed in another
column of this paper seems to indicate
be.

But

us

an

that he is

a

direct descendant from

Baron Munchausen and that “blood will

tell.”—Heredity is very strong in

became Superintendent of Schools in
M assachusetts several months before Mr.
Milliken became Governor.
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Junk Buyer.

A Yankee

All old iron at $10 per ton delivered at
Fred Gray’s dooryard. 1 pay $15 per ton
Will
for any kind of machinery iron.
buv old bags and rags at highest price.
CHAS. B. WALKER.
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Belfast, Maine.

Removal
THE OLD CORNER DRUG STORE
IS

THORNDIKE

FRESH

MEATS
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ALL
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WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop..
next Webber Shoe Store

GEORGE F. KENT. DRUGGIST.

1 Kennebec 2 cyi
Gasoline Engine,
months, suitable for

s
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Telephone 229-11
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TTiable Man
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Howard, R. I.
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1 Kennebec 2 cy

Gasoline Engine.
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RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston,
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
Leave Bangor Monday, Wednesday,Thursday and Saturday for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

2nd, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Roscoe Black, East Belfast. All relatives Main Street,
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and Bangor.
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The 25th annual reunion of the Herrick
family will be held Labor Day, Septem-
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BANGOR LINE
Leave Belfast Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Saturday for Camden,
Leave Belfast
Rockland and Boston.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport

Send in your subscription

Smith sought a position in Massachusetts
because Governor Milliken would not reappoint him. We want to remind the
readers of The Journal t’ at Mr. Smith

e

Steamship Lines
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ferent addresses.

Candidate Newbert is reported to have
said in a public speech, that Mr. Payson

and friends
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some

families.
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INCORPORATED.

The Democratic candidate for the United
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I

pains.

States Senate standing on a public platform, calls the Governor an “old woman.” Such expressions from men who
aspire to sit in high places in Washington are not dignified.
Maine will not
send these flippant gentlemen to Con-
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Attorney

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA is the j
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free oata- !
F. L. SHAW, President.
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BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cowl,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y.
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from the Second Congressional District
of Maine exemplifies his idea of “con-
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faction of the people. The Democratic
candidate for Representative to Congress
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Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical, I
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by
Mass.
X. mau. The Paxton Toilet Company, Boston,

Mat onic 7<
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has been both practical and constructive
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Send Free Sample of Ointment to

and has resulted in bringing about the
speeding up of the war to the great satis-
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FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration anJ inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
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of them voted against the “essential modification.”
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For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
of paying fancy prices for TIRES foryour
External or Internal, Blind or I
Ford car? If you want good, fresh, new
Bleeding, Itching or Burning. rubber tires at RIGHT PRICES, see ours
One application brings relief.
before you buy.
at all druggists
W. L. WEST,
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of Maine, recommending the election of
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H
environment, the close contact with students from many
the country, the course of studies, the plan of play, make f..r
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bodies and broader minds.
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Hebron Academy is ideal for college preparation and n!s«, r,f?
fl
practical courses for those not preparing for college. Its
without resorts or distracting entertainments, affords pn
j
opportunity for study, and conditions are most home-likt
Of ten buildings two are dormitories, one for girls and <,Tr
I
boys. Both are of the most spacious and most beautiful
New England. Wholesome rivalry in ail sports.
!
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Chemistry' will be added studies for girls in the com\.t
j
For catalog and further information, address
WM.E. SARGENT, Litt.D., Principal
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1 depends upon the training of today.
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rates. We may soon see
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have to be stopped or one of them must
For Sheriff,
go out of business. Government control
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seems already to have admitted that it
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does not control wages and it is safe to
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say that wages will continue to go skyFor County Treasurer,
ward until economic conditions or the
Belfast
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE,
power of the ■government checks the upFor Representatives to the Legislature, ward
flight. But the inability to feed is (
Belfast
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a
danger to be feared more out on the
Troy farms than on the transportation lines.
WILMOT L. GRAY,
Searsport The farmer cannot pay the wages current
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Searsmont
CHARLES S. ADAMS,
in government work because the prices
Winterport he
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not
sufficient
are
his
for
crops
gets
not
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exceptions

their intense desire to promote the fighting of this war to a finish. Their record
is far clearer than that of the Democrats.
With notable exceptions, the Democratic
leaders in the House opposed the war.
With notable exceptions, the Democratic
legislative leaders opposed the pivotal
legislation making our conduct of the I
That
war possible—the Selective Draft.
act had to be put through the Lower
House under the leadership of a Republican member of the Military Committee,
because the ten Democratic members of
that committee, including the chairman,
the Democratic leader of the House, and
the Democratic speaker, were opposed to
its passage. They opposed the necessary
amendment to the draft act in which the
draft quota was to be based on the eligibles under Class One, instead of on population. The Democratic chairman opposed this and so did other leading
Democrats.
The President himself at
first sided with the Democrats. The Republican leaders fought the amendment
inserted for the purpose.
Within two
weeks the President was compelled to
admit his error and withdrew from his
former position. Thus the independent
action of the Republicans averted a serious injury to the draft system.

and reliable

system before permanent improvement

we can

our

absolutely safe

and bowels of

the fighting zones.

farms and

an

It acts in the EIGHT

arm, equip and land them in
But if the war lasts
two years more, can we feed them? This
is a serious and imminent danger. Not
only must we keep the production of our
that
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MEDAL FOR THIS
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Cincinnati authority tells how
corn

or

callus

it lifts

so

dry
right

to

up any
off.

^ ou corn-pestered men and women
need suffer no longer. Wear the shoes
that nearly killed you before, says this

Cincinnati authority, because a few1 drops
of freezone applied directly on a tender,
aching corn stops soreness at once and
soon the corn loosens so it can be lifted
right out, root and all, without a bit of
pain.
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Mrs. Tarbox left Chicago Sunday evening with the commander-in-chief and
his official party.
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He said:
“Much has happened since we met
two years ago at a similar gathering
In the open air honored then as now by
the presence of our distinguished fellow-citlsen of the town of Wayne who
Is so ably guiding the destinies of the
great state of Pennsylvania.
“Then, we were in the midst of an
Now, the
active political campaign.
people rightly feel little interest in politics and have little patience to hear
the claims of rival candidates except
as the choice of public servants may
help or hinder the one purpose which
we have at heart: that is, the vigorous prosecution of the war.
“As a great American has recently
well said: 'Importunity is not the
noblest price to pay for office and It
never more ignoble than now.
was
The Importance of the personal fortunes of each one of us is wholly
dwarfed. Poor time it Is to drag out
personal claims Into the day and
shriek out one’s virtues for the passer-
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ORDER FROM WASHINGTON.
“You will note, however, that the
order was given by Washington and
passed along to the local boards and
appeal agents like any other military
Order, that while it was In force the adjutant general and myself were In
duty bound to carry It out in Maine
and to refrain from discussing Its wisdom or unwisdom.
“You will note also that the order
was never a re-classificatlon order but
only directed that decisions of the local boards In class four eases be reviewed by the district boards and reclassified as occasion might require In
cases where the local board was found
Neither the Governor
to be in error
por the adjutant general have ever
had any authority to direct decisions
lo;OT to Influence decisions of either
cal or district boards and no such athas ever been made in any In-
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--
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ALFRED L. ESTES, Troy
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BENJAMIN F. COLCORD, Searsport
CHARLES S. ADAMS, Searsmont
WALTER A COWAN, Winterport
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SPRAGUE,

‘t was there
J

I

Islesboro

tempt
<

j
j

stance.
"Any statement to the contrary
shows either gross Ignorance of the
law or a deliberate Intention to deceive. Had the order remained in
force these cases would all have been
reviewed by district boards upon which
were sitting such well known and respected Democrats as Judge F. Wade
Halliday of Newport, Judge William
H. Newell of Lewiston and Mr. Leslie
Mclntire of East Waterford.
HOW DEPENDENCY WAS DETERMINED.
“At the time when the so-called reclassification order was issued from

Washington,

“The time has come, however, when
In the interest of the military laws
themselves these unreasonable and
unjust criticisms ought no longer to
go unchecked for repeated criticism
of those charged with the administration of the law cannot fail to arouse
popular distrust of the law Itself. ThlB
Is not my view alone; It is shared by
my superiors In Washington who are
charged with the important duty of
same
laws
these
administering
throughout the Nation.
“I have thought it proper, therefore,
to leave my public duties long enough
to discuss frankly and as briefly as
possible some of the features of the
operation of this delicate and complicated machine into whose gear boxes

gentlemen have lately been
throwing sand In the course of their
campaign for public office.
“The very heart of our military sys-

some

tem le the so-called selective service
draft law. Iti conception, Its prompt
enactment by Congress and Its adminthe War Department
istration by
through the state government* of the
various states will be recorded In hietory-as one of the crowning achievement# in thla great war. Neither in
Its enactment nor In Its administration has it ever been In the slightest
degree a partisan measure. It was
only passed by a narrow margin in tbe
National House of Representatives
with 1S1 Republicans and 4* Democrats voting 'yes’ and with 89 Republic-"* ana 1M Democrats voting ‘noV

we

were

compelled

to

treat any aid which would be paid by
tt city or town to the relatives of a registrant under the provisions of Chapter
276. Laws of 1917. as part of the revenue to be considered In determining
whether his family could be maintained in his absence If he were sent
The fact that Maine Is one
to war.
of the very few slates in the Union
which compel the payment of aid by
cities and towns to the families of soldiers and Bailors created a situation
where the generosity of the Legislature in this respect would result In our
proportion of class two registrants bejing larger than In the average state.
'This came about, of course, because
the payment of as much as $40 a
month to a family from this source

In the military service oT the United
States.’
"The so-called re-classification order
had In the meantime been rescinded
and Immediately upon receipt of this
telegram 1 summoned the members of
the district boards and the chairman
and appeal agent of each local board
for a conference at Augusta where th*
effect of this new ruling was explained to them and they were instructed to classify their registrant*

accordingly.
"I have related this history at some
length in order to make plain that the
Governor and adjutant general were
acting in every instance under definite orders from Washington. General Crowder’s office has always said so
in response to any inquiries upon the
subject and those who spread stories to
the contrary are not only misrepresenting the facts but are seriously threatening the smooth and efficient operation of the selective service law. They
have deliberately exploited for their
own
political advantage tie natural
sensitiveness of the public mind on ail
matters relating to the selection of
men for the military service, and they
have therefore earned the title of ‘po-

litical profiteer’.
“For we have coined the word profiteer' to describe the man who commercializes his country’s emergency
for his personal financial gain, and by
his side we must place the politician
who risks hampering the administration of necessary military laws for the
sake of gaining possible advantage

over

a

political opponent.

PRECEDENT FOR AID LAW.
"These ‘political profiteers' have
also been trying to trade upon the tenderness with which we all regard the
relatives of men in the service by
spreading false reports about the attitude of the Oovernor and Council toward dependents of soldiers and sailors.
The law covering this subjeot,
Chapter 276 of the Public Laws of
1917, was ons of the war emergency
measures passed by the Legislature
during the time between President
Wilson’s message to Congress the
evening of April second, 1917, and the
adjournment of the Legislature April
seventh. It was ons of the few problems which we have bad to deal with
where there was a precedent to go by.
Looking back to the records at the
time of the Civil War, we found that
a law providing aid for dependents of
soldiers and sailors was passed by the
Maine Legislature in 1861, amended
In 1862 and again in 1863 and again
passed In new form In 1364. The
changes made were evidently those
that grew out of experience and we
took the act of 1864 as our model except that the minimum amount of aid
required to bo furnished by cities and
towns was made more than five times
as great as In the law of 1864
"This act is generally known as the
‘State aid Law’ from the fact that a
certain amount of money furnished by
cities and towns to dependents of soldiers and sailors Is reimbursed to
them by the State under the provisions of the act. But in view of the persistent misrepresentation lately upon
this point, you should carefully note
that It Is strictly an act providing that
cities and towns shall aid dependents
of soldiers and sailors. Certain minimum amounts are required to be furnished by the city or town and no maximum limit is Imposed upon the
amount to be furnished and no restrictions are specified as to the age
or condition of the dependent of the
soldier’s family. In other words, the
statute lays upon the towns and cities
the duty of providing for any needs
that may arise in the dependent family of a soldier or sailor In the service
of ihe United States. The only condition is the existence of need in the
Judgment of the municipal officers,
and furthermore it is expressly provided that such aid to the dependents of
soldiers and sailors shall not be furnished out of pauper funds and shall
not create any pauper status on the
part of those receiving it.
GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL DO
DECIDE CASES.

N’OTji

“The

orten

mane

me

ainerence

De-

jj

Governor and Council have
whatever to do with deciding ^
shall or shall not receive financial
The decision rests
aid under this act
wholly with the municipal officers and
any failure to provide for the necessities of dependents of soldiers or any
payments paid for that purpose out of
pauper funds are violations of the law
on the part of the municipal officers
and Indicate either Ignorance or carelessness on their part.
“In the Interest of certain candidates for office and in some Instances
by the candidates themselves, it has
been repeatedly stated that the Governor and Council had given aid or re
fused to give aid in certain cases
and that towns could not furnish
aid
except under the pauper law
These statements are absolutely untrue
and
Indicate
either
gross
ignorance and carelessness or a deliberate intention to deceive.
"The function of the Governor ant
Council is solely to determine how
‘ii'-S
much of the aid paid to ihe depend
of soldiers and sailors by ihe cities
reand towns under this act shall be
f--“
imbursed to them by the S.ate.
question with which we deal is wholly
one hand
a question of ihe State on
and the city or town on the other. In
discharging this duty we. have done
’*ii. in
what any Governor and t
e
do under the Constitution; .tai .s
have administered the law as v»e ;Oua
v
s
L
it and have complied strict ly
as interpreted to us Ly t.ii«

nothing
who

provisions

attorney general.

limits of state aid.
“There are various limita ions as '«>
tween dependence and Independence
the amount which we may 1 gaiiy
to
and would therefore place the regisauthorize to be paid by t ie S a
trant in oiass two where In the averthe city or town. In the first p ace we
It
a
age state he would be in class four.
cannot pay more than ten die ars
Tin.- d-.-s
was not competent for either the adweek to any one family.
ar
to
Governor
jutant general or the
not mean that any family is ever goten
gue with their military superiors from
ing to be limited in its needs to
W'a
this
about
regulation.
; dollars a week. It means that the city
Washington
of
asked General Crowder's office three
or town must provide for the needs
separate times whether aid from such
the family, whatever they are, but un
a source should be included in the revonly rely upon the state for r --imenue of a family in determining debureement up to an amount not expendency and were told positively ceeding ten dollars a week.
that It should be included. There was,
“We cannot lawfully reimburse a
therefore, noihing for us to do hut to city or town for the money paid to
Instruct local and district boards acthe dependents of a commissioned ofcordingly. The members of the Maine ficer. The family of a commissioned
delegation In Washington were not. officer may need assistance. In that
however, under similar restraint and
case the city or town is under obhga
made urgent representations to Gentlon to furnish all necessary aid biv
eral Crowder setting forth the unfair- cannot be reimbursed by the state for
ness of this regulation to the State of
such expenditure.
Maine.
These representations culmi“Beside the wife and children of a
nated in a letter to General Crowder
soldier, sailor and marine, the law
signed by Senators Fernald and Hale limits reimbursement by the state to
This was acknowledged
on June 21st.
payments made by the city or town to
by General Crowder on June 25th and aid In the support of the aged, infirm
on June 26th as a result of this corand dependent, father, mother or other
respondence and the urgent represen- member of the household of which a
of
the
members
Maine
tations of the
soldier, sailor or marine is the head’
House I received the following tele- This Is not any regulation made by the
Crowder:
from
General
gram
Governor and Council. It is the lan"
‘Instruct local and district boards guage of the statute passed by the
that In considering claims for deferred
Legislature and follows the precedent
classification on dependency grounds
established In 1864 except that the
they will dliregard Income provided words ‘or other member of the houseby the State or munioipaUUee for the hold of which the soldier, sailor or
maintenance of dependents while the
marine 1s the head' are, added thui
reglstrante upon whose labors these
neranns are dependent for a"'marl mil
(Continued on Page 7.
would

TIME TO SPEAK OUT.

I

we

chance of me getfor the present as
hundred miles from thr
1

our

“It appears, however, that, relying
upon this announced policy of the present administration and beguiled no
doubt by the intensity of their craving
for public office, certain gentlemen
have been Industriously going about
the state for the past five or six weeks
spreading stories which they knew to
be untrue and seeking especially to
foment unrest and dissatisfaction in
the minds of the people in regard to
the administration in this state of the
various acts of Congress and regulations of the War Department which
are absolutely essential to the recruiting and equipment of our army.
"Now so long as these gentlemen
confine themselves to personal attack
upon me or even to an attempt at reviving the acrimony and bitterness of
partisanship which have been forgotten in Maine since the war began I am
reasonably content to let them go
In following
their way unhindered.
such a course they do not represent
the sober good judgment of the great
In
mass of voters in their own party.
raising the cry of partisanship at a
time when the hearts of our people are
strained to the breaking point these
gentiemen are showing the same degree of tact which a politician would
display in seizing upon the occasion
when a crowd had gathered for a funeral in order to address the assembly
upon his qualifications as a prospective office-holder.
“And I have even suffered In silence
their attempts to mislead the people
in regard to the management of those
activities where the present State administration represents, not the government of Maine, but the War Department and the Government of the
United States, for it la my duty above
everything else to see to it that the orders of the War Department are carried out smoothly and efficiently in
Maine and no political danger to myself could Justify my engaging in discussions of the unjust criticism of the
administration of military laws so;
long as there was a possibility that
the smooth operation of this highly
Important and delicate machinery
might be better served by my silence.

For Register of Deeds

has been throwr
![*|,y think!!ev-eln gas
one Place since the

^‘“S of th
lllan
,hs.vthem i»LtWar’
ary

that

FALSE STORIES TOLD

iit

v

felt

tions during the war, should be determined according to the voters’
Judgment of the effect of their action
upon the war program of the nation,
and that In their intense absorption
with necessary war activities the people might well be spared the usual political hurly-burly and the shoutings of
rival candidates.

BALLOT

SPECIMEN

have

Maine, like all other political

us

..

1

“polltioal profiteers”.

Republicans were present from all
parts of Maine. There wae a general
get-together in the morning and at
noon a big lunch of beans baked In
the ground was served. Governor Mllllken spoke Immediately afterwards.

STATE OF MAINE.
List ot Candidates

OF CLASSIFICATION.
"Some time ago it became apparent
that different local boards were following different rules In classifying
for
men
married
military service.
Speaking In general terms, four local
boards had put practically all their
married men in class four while the
remaining twenty boards had followed
the regulations more nearly and had
classified married registrants in class
four or in a higher class according to
whether the family of the registrant
seemed inoapable or capable of comfortable financial support if the registrant should enter the service.
“In the effort to correot this inequality, the authorities at Washington suggested to the adjutant general's office
that a general appeal might be taken
from the local boards to the district
boards in all alass four cases. It was
suggested that an order for (similar appeals was under consideration for the
entire country. In his desire to carry
out promptly every suggestion of the
War Department the adjutant general
prepared an order of this kind anti
sent It to the government appeal
agents of some of the boards. At this
point the matter came to my attention
and I had the order withdrawn and instructed the adjutant general that we
would not issue such an order in this
state so long as the matter came merely as a suggestion from Washington,
but only in the event of definite orders from Washington.
“Some weeks later the definite order
did come from Washington together
with the statement that it was proposed to issue the same order to all
the states and the same order was in
fact issued to many of them if not to
all of them.
“I not only did not initiate or suggest this procedure But now that the
order is no longer in force I am free
to say that I did not and do not approve of it and the fact that General
Crowder and his associates later rescinded the order shows that they
finally decided it was unwise and that
the desired results could be secured in
another way.

this noon, Governor Carl E. Milllken
since his
gave his first political speech
inauguration In January 1917. The aduniversal
dress followed a well nigh
request from newspapers and citizens
In general that the Chief Executive
reply to some of the criticisms that
had been made of his administration.
Governor Milliken did reply and he
used no soft words In describing the
attacks made upon the war program of
the State by men whom he referred to

Wentworth Reunion.

In this, as Th an other measures essential for the prosecution of the war,
our Maine delegation in Washington
stood loyally by the Government of the
United States and voted in favor of
the bill. We now know that any considerable delay In the passage of the
bill would have brought serious danger to the cause of the Allies and that
failure to pass it at that session of
Congress would have brought utter
ruin.
“The law operates through local and
district boards nominated by the governors of the states and appointed by
the President. The governor of a
state has nothing whatever to do with
the decisions of the boards after they
are
appointed and in transmitting
rules and regulations to them for their
guidance acts merely through the adjutant general's office as the representative of the War Department In
Washington. I ask you to note this
point carefully because recently In the
Interests of certain candidates, if not
by the candidates themselves, a systematic attempt has been made to create the impression in the minds of the
people that the decision as to which
men should go to war rested entirely
with the Governor and that those who
have gone have been sent because of
his personal caprice.

INEQUALITIES

Augusta, Aug. 24.—Before a gathering of 3000 Republicans at Island park

as

follows lo

Bramhall:
v k, July 30, ’18.

»£''

1 have certainly been ravelling around
some in the last six weeks and had only
been back to the company five days when
I was gassed. I think this will prove to
be the best place I have struck yet.
Everyone is mighty pleasant and do
everything they can for our comfort.
The hospital is located in what used to be
I am in one of the
a private sanitorium.
front buildings and from what I can see
from the window, and also inside the
building, it is hard to believe that I am
not in the U. S. There are only three
beds in the room, everything is new and
made in America and what we have to
eat is very good, and good food is one
thing a fellow appreciates after returnjng
from the lines.

eat and waa broke and drifted
•»toa Salvation Army he would be treate * king.
I received a few letters
e“,
while back at the front, but not all of
them. Letters are the only thing that
keeps a fellow going and they help a
whole lot here. Love to all,
Lant,
Red Cross Base Hospital No. 20.

WALDO COUNTY

France.
Utter' From

1,1

thing to

A quarter of an ounce of freezone costs
very little at any drug store, but is sufI was very anxious about Malcolm, his ficient to take off
every hard or soft corn
outfit was in the thickest of the big fight, or callus. This should be
tried, as it is
and what his chances were for coming inexpensive and is said not to inflame or
out with a whole hide, so you can imagiue even irritate the
surrounding tissue or
what a relief it was on receiving a letter skin.
from him saying he was O. K.. He has
If your wrife wears high heels she will
been through several hells and came out be glad to know' of this.
without a burn. You spoke about another Red Cross campaign. I wish you
Mrs. Tarbox Honored.
could see the work they are doing over
1 didn’t realize they were doing
here.
much until 1 came to the hospital, but
Ida M. W right, the G. A. R. Press
they are doing wonders all over the country. The Y. M. C. A. are doing good Correspondent of Ililnois, has forwarded
work, but the Salvation Army can have to The Journal the following clipping
my vote any old time and 1 wish the peo- from the Chicago Herald in regard to
ple at home knew about the work they Mrs. Mary Reardon Tarbox of Fryeburg,
Its a shame they haven’t any
are doing.
If a fellow a former Belfast girl:
more money to work with.
Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox, National
should go two or three days without any-

from my troubles.
]th so I could do my
i, ye a little one, all
via E. Pinkham’s
mid. —Mrs. 0. S.
Ellensburg, Wash,
n
everywhere who
•heir homes yet are
account of
on
r which in most
:d to Lydia E.
t

land of gas shells. I don’t Know just
where l am located but it is somewhere
in the hills of Southern France. It is not
far from Vichy, and it is a beautiful
country about fourteen hundred feet
above the sea level. I am told that there
are some of the most wonderful mineral
(
springs here that can be found in any
part of the world.

Of weak,

The Methodist

hag-

nervous, care-worn,

THE

campmeeting

Rockland Tuesday
evening. The music, under the direction
of Rev. Frederick Palladino of Bucksof

Luce

Albert E.

CHURCHES.

pupil

selections

Her

Trinity Reformed church will hold services next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., followed
by Sunday school.

were

of

and Mr. and Mrs. Carl A. Mears of New
Haven, Conn., were at church last Sun-

chosen

her brilliant style to good advantage. Each number was enthusiastiwell decally received and she received

showed

The usual service be will held Sunday
morning at the Baptist Church at 10.45.
Rev. Harry H. Upton will supply the

Boston,
is receiving
ville, where Mr. Copeland
pupils this season.
The cabaret at the Country Club Tues-

j

j1

gan preaching at Waterville on Sunday,
Mr. Morgan’s father and mother, who
have been visiting relatives in Detroit
the past two weeks, will return with

j

people

180

unqualified
were

success.

solos by Mrs.

Charles W. Martin, pastor. Parsonage,
No. 7 Court street. Telephone, 213-11.

Baronson,

a

summer

them.

resi-

amusing even to those involved.
O.
Charles E. Kennedy was judge; C.
for
Dickey, sheriff; Cecil Clay, attorney
the State and Miss Anne M. Kittredge
Flanfor the defendant, when Ralph M.
of a
ders was given trial for the larceny
was

j
j
1

guilty
for the court, etc., and it
was

Navigation

j

■

-,

J

,.

thThusafar

number

Miss Elsie Bates entertained
of her friends at a lawn party Thursday
a

daughter

Healey of Winchester,
visit with
Mass., arrived last week for a
the
his family, who have been spending
Mr.

Robert

summer

in town.

Miss Beulah Philbrook and friend, Miss
Chadwick, returned to their home in
weeks’
Brewer August 24th, after a few

camping

I

on

the shore near Mr. Heald

s.

time.

Joseph Donnell has returned to Somerville, Mass., after a two weeks’ visit with

Mr. Fred Vose has rented Mrs. Samuel
Bryant’s house and will move in September 1st.
Mr. Charles Sampson, who has been at
home a short furlough, has returned to
New York.
Norman Wiggin and family from
Somerville, Mass., are passing their vacaMr.

Keene from Washington, D. C., with several of her lady
friends are stopping at the Keene homeCarter B.

church at the usual hour 10.30 Sunday
morning, September 1st.
The Ladies Circle met with Mrs. Olive
There was a
Stewart last Thursday.
large number present and after the busia

fine treat was served.

Old Home day which was observed in
the village Aug. 23rd was a success in
The band parade and the
every way.

speaking

was

greatly enjoyed by all and

the Ladies Circle cleared from their lunch
counter and ice cream sale $28.

Mr. and Mrs. Frans. P. Wood.

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Thomas of Roxbury, Mass., are at their old home, Pleasant View farm, for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Arnold of Belfast
and Mrs. Nellie Cunningham of Franklin, Mass., were at F. E C.elo’s August
13th.
Mrs. George Plaisted of Malden, Mass.,
her daughter, Mrs. Raymond Packard,
and little daughter, Pauline, and Dorothy
Packard of the village called on relatives
in this section August 17th.

NORTH MONTVILLE.

conservation an 1
work—in a company assured r,f
an adequate demand for its produc-.in peace time as well as in war time
Why not write us or call on us for fi
information about this stock
attractive investment netting 6'

a

big part in coal

war

I

tj

Central Maine Power Company
Harvey D. Eaton, President
(of which the Penobscot Bay

Wyman,

Walter S.
Electric

is

Company

a

Treasure,

part.)

Industry
Necessary in Peace,

Invest in

an

in War

Indispensable

j!

SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Forrest E. Howes and family of Milton,
Mass., are visiting relatives.

Abbie L. Eames of Holliston,
Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. W. B.

France

as a

trained

teacher of the High sclio

nurse.

Duncan of Islesboio as
1 lie 1
Grammar school.

Mrs. Lou Louis of New York and Mrs.
Bell Vinal and children of Massachualso her sister Angie Blakely, have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Levi Curtis.

SWITHTON.

Mrs.

Colonial

Adams.

Park.

Mrs. Elmer Clark and children Forest
and Margaret of Rockland are visiting
her father, James Googins.

Mrs. E. A. Hodges of t
visiting her brother, doh;
Mrs. Ada Harlow ■■.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Morton of Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Black and daughter
Mrs.
R. I., spent a week with his sister,
Martha of Manton, R. 1., are guests of
O. W. Ripley.
their aunt, Mrs. Mary Bryant.
wife
Mrs. O. P. Fuller, Orville Gross,
Mrs. Doris Holmes has as guests her
1
this
and son of Camden, spent a day
sister, Mrs. Louise Holmes, and their
week with relatives.
Mrs. Ella Wentworth of Boston.

her aunt, Mrs Tennv

recently.

appropriate exercises.

Doris and

Beulah

Roakes of Camden

few weeks

THEATRE

sewing circle from For
There were 21

21st.

FEATURE PHOTOPLAYS
Matinee and Evening

Romance and Drama of an Unusual Sort
Are Combined in this Metro Play

MATINEE, 6c. and 11c.

EVENING, I lc. and 17c.
WAR TAX

_INCLUDES

Quick

Work With M

Washington, Aug.
with
power bill bringing

j

all

from 18 to 4
late today b>

A SPECIAL HOLIDAY BILL

BUY

w. s. s.
THE

WAR

BILLIE

BURKE in

“LET’S GET A DIVORCE”
A Paramount Five Part Comedy Drama.
Come and Forget All Your Troubles.

Victor Moore

Comedy.

Holmes’ Travelouge

j

men

passed

modified work-or-tight

Saturday, August

c.

I

A

jim

THE POPULAR STARS

MAGNETIC

Reid

Wallace

an<

Anna Little in

The Fire

Beautiful Plays in
One of the Most Delicate and
Which This Delightful Star Has Appeared.

Monday, September 2nd,

*

Knowlton has been si

land, but expects the
before long.

to change the age limits
ol
arate classifications
no"
failed and the measure
old.
90
years
who is nearly
ference between the
se
Monday i with no dilTerence for
The village scnoois opened
the work-or-figh
of Stonington as except
with Miss Helen Gray

“PRUNELLA”

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew

■

Herbert Knowlton an
ing on friends here

ImoMrs. Milbury Hunt and daughter
Beach
gene returned from Lincolnville
of
Saturday where they were the guests
in
her sister, Miss Angie Urinkwater,
their old home.

Fly of France

Is
Modern Romance in its Best Form
This Paramount Five Reel Featui

Animated Weekly.

Official War Review

l>:

visitors.

guests
family.

—IN—

The Trail to Yesterday

>

Anna Thurston

Mrs.

spending their vacation with their
Angrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
are

Marshall Jackson has resigned hisposihome to live
tion in Waterville to come
with his mother, Mrs. Sadie Jackson,
and her uncle, Mr. Charles Wetherbee,

a

Mrs. Bartlett.

of ; drews.
Mrs. Affie Plummer and daughter
Mrs. John ;
Mr. and Mrs. fcowin 1 nomas ui rvu.vBoston, Mass., visited Mr. and
at the old
CJ. Adams last week.
bury, Mass., who are stopping
recent
anu w. ...
home place this summer, were
Mr. and Mrs. Sewell Lomy
of their uncle,«L>on Thomas and
the week-end with Mr. and

Ripley spent

Mabel Tinkham

Mrs.

spending

mother,

>
South Montville Grange held its annual
with i
afternoon
Sunday
service
memorial

With Anna Q. Nilsson in

ret

Mrs. Orrie Thurston

Robert Drummond and wife of Providence, R. I., are visiting her uncle, C. S.

MARGUERITE CLARK

LYTELL

BERT

I

SEARSMONT

Morse.

DAINTY,

THE EMINENT DRAMATIC STAR

i

A'ill open next Mondav

setts,

Friday, August 30th,

Thursday, August 29th,

WIN

This stock offers you, the Companv
believes, a sound and profitable invcment in a corporation that is playir,

k

THE

j

dividend.

Augusta, Gardiner,
Richmond, making

Mrs. C. E. Skinner at Port Clyde.
Mr. Loren Penney from Massachusetts
and wife of
Dr. Wallace W. Dyson
has been visiting at Mr. Wilbur Penney’s I
Mr.
the past week.
| Portland came by auto and visited
week.
last
B.
Dickey
Mrs. E. F. Banton is visiting friends in and Mrs. Charles
Portland for a few days.
wife and Elwin
Edwin Martin and
of FreeMr. Charles Whitten, who is so very
celebration
the
attended
Adams
week.
sick, remains about the same.
last
Freedom
dom academy at
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nutter and J. W.
L. Bennett and
last
in
Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Werner
relatives
visited
Deane
has been
Mass.,
Everett,
of
Wednesday.
children
Adams
L.
Carl
Mrs.
Miss Myrtle Sibley visited friends in visiting her sister,
a
Rockland last week, returning home Sunspent
Michigan
Miss Lilia Gould of
day.
Emma Curtis.
her
aunt,Mrs.
with
few days
Charles Stephenson has been working
home she will go to
( I n her return
for Mrs. Cora Lamb the pa?t week.

i

I

J

j

Mrs. Albert Marriner.

ness

funds for this necessar
development and to make other add,
tions to its property essential to the
proper handling of the war business
the Central Maine Power Companv
has issued $300,000 par value of 7
preferred stock. The price of th
stock is $107.50 per share and accrued

provide

To

at

Hallowed and
army shoes.

Arad Mahoney made a business trip to
I
East Northport August 12th.

Word has been received that Corporal
Roy Sparrow has arrived safely overseas.

Rev. Shorer Wiggin, son of Rev. Wesle$ Wiggin, will preach in Freedom

and

town of Oakland.

coal.

EAST SE4RSV\0NT.

Mr. Jerry Hail lias bought a
Bath and will move September 1st,

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rose of Rockland
visit
were in town last week for a brief
with his mother, Mrs. Julia Rose.

Lyndon Gurney

(d) Shoe shops

Clements, Harry
Tibbetts, Miss Ida Littlefield and guests,
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks of Lincoln, N. H.,

Frank Donnell of Somerville, Mass.,
called on old friends in this section recently.
Mrs. Velma Ordway and two children
house in
of Lincolnville were recent guests of

FREEDOM.

saves

(c) Woolen mills at Guilford. Sangerville. Corinna, Dexter, Pittsfield, Waterville and Winthrop, making army
blankets and clothing.

Isle,

Miss Morse of Washington, D. C., is
for a
slight with Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Thomas

evening, Aug. 22nd.

Marion returned August 23rd to Atlantic,
after a visit with Mrs. Annie Bunker.

receipt of the news that
Sen. Me Adoo had prohibited the sale of liquof on every train and every railroad station under federal control, Miss Anna A.
Gordon, president of the National W. C.
T. U., on behalf of our organization, sent
a letter to Mr. McAdoo expressing appre-

a

Power de-

easy.

many

stead in the village.

Mrs.

on

activities.”

also given the superintendent as
appreciation of his kind services.

Mrs.

9ft'

ciation of his official order. “We believe,”
she wrote, “that this action will greatly
aid the civilian army in its win-the-war

for his kindness, lasting
years, in inviting Morrill Sunday school
and giving them the freedom of his
grounds and cottage. Three cheers were
so

was

largely from water auto-

Dexter.

Mr. and Mrs. E. H.

cheers

over

so

(b) Foundries and machine shops at

family and he spares neither time nor expense in trying to add to their happiness were callers at the homes of A- P. Ritchie
and comfort. He sees to the conveying and R. L. Clements Friday evening.
of about 150 scholars and friends of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy and
school to the picnic by auto and assisted
the Misses Margie, Elizabeth
daughters,
by his good wife, the superintendent of and Harriet of Dorchester, Mass., and
is
effort
the primary department, every
Lewis Atwood were guests of Mr. and
Bangor
made to make the day a red letter day to Mrs. William Atwood at the
Canoe Club Friday.
all concerned. He provided a fine treat

tion with their sister, Mrs. Frank Tyler.

NUKIH teLfcisBUKU

For"thirteen months, July, 1917-August. 191B, the W. C. T. U. has adopted
426 war orphans. The goal set for the
current year is 1900. State, county or
local unions, or individuals give $36.50 to
support one child one year, the money
sent the county and State treasurers being
sent to the national treasurer.
Up to the middle of August, the W. C.
T. U. has given 21 stereomotorgraphs to
the cantonments and two to the naval
stations of the Great Lakes, 111., and
Newport, R. I.

\

vaca-

of bananas, chocolates and peanuts. Three
Mr. Charles Coombs
were given

use.

(a) Shipping at Bath, on Penobscot
Bay, in Richmond, Rockland, Belfast
and Wiscasset.

tion here at his old home, occupied the
pulpit of the M. E. church last Sunday.
;

they

power

To supply the war-time demands of
shipping and other industries was a
task worthy of the best efforts of a
big company. Some of the war industries in our territory are:

Henry Sanborn ol Bangor was a cauei
at the home of Mrs. Treat Fellows and
Miss Jennie Grant Thursday afternoon.
(

companies doing

the

supply

work with all the

matically

and his cousin, Norris Clement,
spent last week in Northport.
Miss I. E. Grant went to Boston Satur-

R. Carleton of Presque
Thursday] whoRev.withChas.
his family is spending his

To

veloped

The Good Time club held its August
Calvin Mayo of Sherman returned
meeting with Mrs. Gracie Bowen to cele- I
home Monday after a visit of several
brate the birthday and the near birthday
with his cousin, R. L. Clements.
of two of its members. All of the mem- j days
Mr. and Mrs. William Atwood and son
Refreshments of ;
bers were present.
week-end at
sandwiches, coffee, cake and two kinds Billy of Bangor, spent the
of ice cream were enjoyed. The next the home of his father, Lewis Atwood.

The annual Sunday school picnic at
Tilden’s Pond, Behnont, last
The weather and
was a great success.
all the conditions were just right. The
superintendent, Dr. T. N. Pearson, an exceedingly busy man, looks upon his Sunday school as his own large and happy

2.

The first task

day from a year's stay in Montana,as the
guest of her brother, Clare Moody.

meeting will be with Mr. and Mrs. Frank

To aid in saving coal.

could

Miss Jennie Tripp was called home last
week by the serious illness with measles
of her mother, Mrs. W. P. Tripp.
Miss Harriet Moody arrived home Fri-

Field Sept. 28th.

1.

war

and Mrs. Geo. Bell of Everett,
in town,
Mass., who spent their vacation
left Friday on their return home.

of her many friends.

Mr. and
bottle of New England rum.
and
Mrs. S. A. Parker, Mrs. S. C. Pattee
The
Fred. T. Chase were the witnesses.
and ordered to
found

prisoner

of Belfast has
a few

of relatives here

Mr.

at Dr. Tapley’s hospital for treatment for
blood poisoning. She has the sympathy

very

was
Tne last regular Sunday morning ser- set up
vice for the present season at Saint Mar- further ordered that he be made president
garet’s Chape! was conducted by the of the Club the coming year.
Rev. Godfrey M. Brinley of St. Paul’s
School, Concord, N. H., on August 25th,
The baptismal
School
and was a notable one
Government
font, presented to the chapel by Mrs.
at Rockland.
Horace B. Pearson of Brookline, Mass.,
Alma
in memory of her mother, the late
following
C. Field, was consecrated,
With 40 students now in attendance
which a brief memorial service was held
Government’s Free Navigation School ;
The Rev. Mr. the
for Mrs. Allan McLane.
a new record.
in Rockland has established
the
of
:
much
with
feeling
\
spoke
Briefly
of these students will go to BanTwelve
blameless Christian life of Mrs. McLane,
to take their examithe
week
during
gor
of her devotion to the church, and of her j
steamboat innations before the federal
tireless efforts in helping to make the
but with nearly 20 applications
spectors’,
it
erection of Saint Margaret’s possible,
;
little danger that the
on file there is
is hoped to place a stained glass window
school will be reduced in size.
Mrs.
to
memorial
or some other fitting
class are Martin
In the new graduating
McLane in the church at some future
Herbert R.
B. Salisbury, Bar Harbor;
t'me.
The morning service closed with
Cecil H Farnham, West
Searsport;
Dyer,
the celebration of Holy Communion, the
Brooksville; Clarence L. Smith, Atlantic,
R.
handsome new altar cloths made by Miss
Wildred H. Conary, Deer Isle; Forrest
Gammons in memory of her parents being !
Tenant’s Harbor, Edwin B.
Torrey,
used for the first time.
Philbrook
Greenlaw, Sunset; Hersey I.
Everand Harris E. Ralloch, Ihomaston;
GASOLINE.
G.
TO CONSERVE
ett W. Turner, North Haven; Swansy
DonBurns and Roy Morton, Friendship;
The
Fuel
27.
August
Rockland.
WASHINGTON,
ald Burnley and Charles Rich,
are Camille
Administration today called on the public
The newly entered students
C. Brown
Walter
east of the Mississippi to stop using gaso- j
R Ghelin, East Indies;
)ine for passenger automobiles, motor- and Rodney F. Gray, Castine; Harry C.
until’
on Sunday
F Orne
( voles and motor boats
Judkins, Stonington; Blanchard
further notice. Unless voluntary action and Lew J. Wallace, trendship; Wesley
the
the
of
improves
public
on* the part
and Aubrey Delano, Vinal-.
that M. Stimson
gasoline situation, notice is given
Frank H. Powers and Arthur E.
en- j haven;
to
be
will
obliged
C. Brmges,
the administration
Marshall, Deer Isle; Harry
force prohibitory regulations.
Rockland.
The following exceptions to the request j
of the East
Mr. Chelin is a fine type
are made:
who has been mate for a
sailor,
Indian
in
trucks
engaged
Tractors and motor
vessels of the
number of years in the
in navihauling of freight, physicians’ automoSnow fleet. He is well grounded
and
fire
apparapolice
make a most
biles, ambulances,
lore and bids fair to
I
gation
gasowagons,
repair
utilities,
t s. public
capable deck officer.
and his
line railway equipment, and motor vehiInstructor Charles R. Magee,
clet used by persons living in rural com- j
A. Philbrook, are well
Milton
assistant
inanities without other means of trans- ;
of the men compleased with the caliber
porta tion.
school and the deep
the
present
posing
taxiincluding
Automobiles, for hire,
] interest which is being shown in the
cabs, are included in the class of motor j
:
the
to
observe
are
expected
vehicles that
has gradthe Rockland school
request.
uated 112 men.
--W. C. T U. NOTES.

Immediately

j

In order to supply these war industries with the power they needed and
from water power
to generate, it
from
than
coal) we had to
(rather
water
additional
power. To
develop
and
it
we
economically
quickly
develop
turned naturally to one of our undeveloped sources of power at Rice Rip
on the Messalonskee Stream in the

THE Central Maine Power Company
has had two plain duties in this war.

of her
day where she will be the guest
friend, Miss Corinne Barnard.

lesque

Plan to go there for some
ing rekindled.
of the services. Meetings, mornings at
10.00; afternoons at 2.00; evenings at 7.30.
People’s
Meetings close Friday night.
church has open doors for all ar.d strangwelcome.
ers in town are especially

#,

j

Mrs. Jennie Meservie Boynton stepped
dent at Lincolnville Beach; the interpre- j
The
tation of Mother Goose stories byMissEve- upon a rusty nail a few weeks ago.
bur- wound seemed to be doing well but degenuine
mocktrial.a
j
lyn Flanders.The
and a free lance factory of “slams” veloped into a serious matter. She is now

Sunday morning, preaching, 10.45, “PlaySunday school, 12. Suning with lire.”
day evening, preaching, 7.30. PrelimiSermon, “Walknary war talk, (5 min.)
ing with God.” Prayer meeting will be
omitted this week to give place to the
Northport Campmeeting services, where
bea new inspiration and enthusiasm is

j

Chas.
Capts. O. B. Faulkingham and
Crockett, Sr., returned home Thursday
from a lishing trip.
Wolfenden, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bushey
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill of New
and two sons of Charlestown, Maas., and j
Mr.
are guests of his parents,
Hampshire
British
Columbia, j
Mrs. Lillie Potter from
the father and two sisters of Mrs. Shel- and Mrs. C. R. Hill.
don.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Young, Randall

served at the

an

:

days recently.

the
every seat and all
6.30 supper
standing room taken at the evening proand stones
gram which included readings
vocal
by James Bradbury of New York;

was

McDonough

and You Invest in an Industry Essential
to War Work and Coal Conservation

\

and

Rev.

j

Miss Louise

been the guest

! Young

At least

taken up.

]

Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and family
spent the week-end in Detroit, Mr. Mor-

day evening

A.

Mr. and "Mrs. Irving Sheldon have been
entertaining quite a family party: Mr. i

was

Sunday school at noon. Prayer
meeting this (Thursday) evening at 7.30.
There will be preaching by Rev. Adolph
Rossbach of East Boston at the North
Congregational church next Sunday at
A special business meeting
10.45 a. m.
will follow this service. All are urged to
attend as business of importance w'ill be

k

McKenney are
their
cottage in
at
weeks
spending two
C.

and Mrs.

Mr.

day.

Mrs. Duckwitz
served applause.
entertained at dinner by Mrs. G. G. Hall
Lincolna summer resident of
of

pulpit.

Bangor.

Northport.
Ivory White has been attending
from
Lewis Atwood returned Thursday
in
Washington
\
campmeeting
Advent
the
other cities and towns in
and
Portland
the past week.
that vicinity.
Fred Simmons, who is teaching in
of Freeport was a guest
Massachusetts, is spending his vacation j Neal Merrill
Mrs.
last
week at the home of Mr. and
L.
Simmons.
Annie
Mrs.
his
with
mother,
E. B. Nealley.
j
Mrs. Don Vickery of Providence, R. I.,

the soloist,
and

was

well

guest recently of

Mr.

Copeland,

Invest in Central Maine Stock

been a
Mrs. Benjamin Thompson has
Mrs. F. D. Pullen in

j

Mears.

At the musicale on Sunday afternoon
at the Country Club, Mrs. Dorothy Miller
a

placed in the serCorporal Benjamin Berry.

A gold star has been
vice flag for

Bertha

Sunday visitors of Mrs.

were

port, is a strong feature of the many interesting sessions. There is a large attendance and the spirit is unusually good.

Duckwitz of Toledo,

People’s Methodist Church,

are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. George Clark of Jackson

occupied

the Boston composer,

The

Mrs. George Dow passed the week-end
it Liberty and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott and son of 3rewer

is in ses-

at the auditorium this week with
Rev. Albert E. Morris of Bangor as leadRev. Charles W. Mart in of Belfast
er.
the pulpit Monday and Rev.
sion

a regard-looking men and women in
markably short time. This is found
medicinal
to be the effect of the new
combination, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
eatand Peptiron, one taken before
ing and the other after.
These two medicines, whose great
merit has been fully established
the best
everywhere, are made from
formulas for tbe blood and nerves.
Hood s
If a laxative is needed take
Pills. They are gentle dnd thorough.

WIMERPORT.

MORRILL.

NORTHPORT.

INCREASES THE STRENGTH
AND ENDURANCE

Pictograph._

Pathe News.

Pathe
M

Wednesday, septemner

M

1

Coiiiw^

1

4in

THE BEAUTIFUL ARTISTE

LINA

CAVALIER i
—IN—

“Love’s

Conquest’

One of the Achievements*)
Wonderfully Presented. Magnificently Staged.

Hearst-PatheNew^^^lutUmUei^artooi^^^^

The Daughter* of Veteran* will meet
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Dyer of Zanesville*
in the G. A. R.
room in Memorial Hall.
A good attend- Ohio, were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Wood.
ance is requested as there will be business
Mrs. G. C. Kilgore has sold her resiof importance.
Miss Georgia Hall of Lincolnville, who dence, No. 136 High street, to members
of the Edsgard Johnson
family and others.
! has clerked occasionally for Miss Mary
| H. Hilton, has taken part of the Hilton It is pleasing to local gunners that the
j store in The Journal block and will open Federal law prohibiting the shooting of
about the first of September making a wild ducks goes into effect Sept. 15th instead of Sept 1st.
specialty of infants wear.
Both the Republicans and Democrats
Mr. and Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie of Brookwill hold meetings of their town and
have
taken
N.
theGilchrest house
Y.,
lyn,
county committees in Belfast next Saturon Church street recently occupied by
day. The fortper will hold theirs in the
Dr. and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, and Mrs.
Urand Jury room at the Court House and
Hoxie and two little sons will spend the
the latter at the Municipal Court room.
winter here.
Local Movies Now Being Made In
Robert W. Rollins, who was ill Aug.
BELFAST. The local motion picture enlath at the time he was to leave for
titled “Right Here in Belfast,” started
Wentworth Institute, has completely rewith flying colors on Wednesday.
Work
covered and left for there Wednesday.
will continue Thursday and Friday. Those
He will take a special course in some
taking the principal roles are well known
branch of U. S. service.

BROOKS.

Colonial Theatre.

and wife of WaterMr. George Beers
week.
ville were in town last
of Lowell,
Clement
Mrs. Estelle
is visiting Mrs. Vesta Higgins.

Bett Lytell, Anna Q. Nileeon, Marguerite
Clark, Wallace Reid, Billie Burke, Lina
Cavalieri in Feature Photoplay*.

Wednesday, Sept. 4th,

SUPPLIES
table s
PENCILS,
PENS
PENCIL BOXES
colored crayons

,

LUNCH BOXES
NOTE BOOKS
g necessary to start the
:e folks to school.

Belfast.

of

advertisemen rs.
has on exhibition at his
V rdson Tractors, 2-Gang
H■ ierick Lean Harrows, ail of
exhibited at Waldo County
and 11th.
■

■

ballot for State election

men

Central Maine Fair, Watermill, 11th, 12th and 13th.
we, R. F. D. 5, advertises
wattage and barnon Searsf

p

m.

—

AUSTIN W. Keating, Post Mas-

ter.

:ig Legs” will be given at
theatre Sept. 3rd and a picfor remainder of week,
bertson gives notice of his
ant in Opera House block,
entral Market.

r

Sanborn, who has been station
agent at the Maine Central depot for
L.

J.

several years, will leave next week for
Eastport, where he has a like position.

of E. H. Boyington,

He is succeeded here by Charles E.
Mr. Hackett
Hackett of Sebago Lake.
wker, fi Charles street, ad- will move his
family here as soon as he
•tbook lost.
can find a rent.
Searsport, wants situaThe A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterwidower’s
home.
in
■keeper
Bayside, advertises house an’s Auxiliary, will hold its next regular
r street to let.
meeting Wednesday, September 4th, at

.intents

.Ia« kson wants situation

which time all members are asked to be
present, as there will be an initiation and

as

Maine Rower Company in■nts in their stock, an inal to war work and local

Sons of Veterans
:
:

l gives notice of strayed
li at his farm,
r

m.idel automobile wanted at
lei. 121-11.

creel,
mbs

Monday for ^inalhas a contract to build

left

ue

‘S6-”-

County Veteran Associat Tnurs day, Sept. 5th, at
the Head of the Tide, Bclnot
1

a

at

quorum present Monthe school committee

was

adjourned, subject to

Supt. Roderick.
f craft

registrars for Waldo
appointed for work at the

gistration, the exact date to
Washington officials and not
of Aug. 24th as stated.
Ames of Pittsfield has been
sub-master

of

the

Belfast

He is about twenty years
a student at Bates college

be
r

in the Maine Central In-

Pittslield.
rge E. Evans of Stamford,
Mrs. Augusta Starkey of
U. C., entertained a few
t

Friday evening at the home
Mrs. Charles E. Johnson.
L). Crawford won the high! Mrs. Starkey the consola-

the close of the game.

rker, R. N., of Center Montfast has been engaged as the
use at the American Thread
•ospital in Milo and will take
S there
early in September,
until the lumbermen

come

cutting preserves. Dr. B. L.
1 Islesboro is the physician and
barge. He has moved his
Mho and Miss Barker will have
wdli them.
■

nnt

are

invited.

Geo. H. Robertson, William T. Norris,
Winfield A. Marriner, Joseph H. and
Ralph Perkins, Albert Morey, Maurice
Cobb, George Fletcher, and Melvin Wood
returned Monday from a trip to Mount
Katahdin. They walked over 125 miles
and spent only one day on the top of the
mountain as it had snowed the day befrost was
fore, Aug. yith, and a heavy
When
visible leaving a damp chill.
nearing the top they found a dead deer
that had been wounded with shot before
climbing to that height. On the return
home they visited the immense paper
of
mills at Millinocket, by special permit
the day police.

The New Edison
Is

a

Vital Factor in the Nation’s Life
refining influence; it
really enriches the life of the family which
owns it.
Unlike talking machines and other
devices, which merely imitate music, it actually Re-Creates the singer’s voice. And it
does it so faithfully that no human ear can
The New Edison is

a

than 2,000,000 people.
a
result one never tires of

more

As

it.

j
j

The

novelty never wears off, any more than the
novelty wears off Pagliacci, Aida or any other
great opera.
Music is

Don’t figure the money spent
as an

expense.

n»a

on

prumawc

a

New

iuvwi-

U keeps you and your family at home where you don’t spend money.
all at our store and hear a demonstration of

He
NEW EDISON
“The

Phonograph

with

a

Soul”

FRED D. JONES,
I

^

Successor

to Carle &

;

ily last week.
Dr. Maurice G. Luce and wife of Dor-

New

where in France” and says he would be
willing to stay there all summer.

L. C. Cilley.

Off for Camp Devens.

Devens.

Montville, who is ill

Miss Lula Stiles, who spent a three
weeks’ vacation vv ith her parents, returned to Portland Monday, where she has

All in the list of 25 published
in last week’s Journal responded with
the exception of Egbert N. Whitcomb of
Nathan O. Ward

of Thorndike, an alternate, was substi
tuted. J. Elliott Clements was placed in

been

stenographer in

a

one

Bunch of

Jones’ Department Store.

and needs.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, county chairfor the women’s committee on the

man

Fourth Liberty Loan drive, has appointed
Mrs. Cecil Clay as the Belfast chairman,
with Miss Sue M. Partridge and Mrs.
Helen B. Shute, publicity assistants for
the city.

Miss Anne M. Rittredge is

county publicity chairman.! Mrs. Bradbury has also appointed tne following
county chairmen: Freedom, Mrs. Annie
Murch; Rnox, Mrs. Annie Aborn; Montville, Mrs. James J. Clement; Northport, Mrs. I. S. Hills; Belmont, Mrs. F.
A. Marriner; Brooks, Mrs. E. A. Carpenisies-

onaw;
ter; Burnham,
boro, Mrs. Joseph Pendleton; Jackson,
Mrs. J. H. McKinley; Liberty, Miss Ella
Greeley; Monroe, Mrs. George Palmer;
Morrill, Mrs. Arthur B. Hatch; Palermo,
Miss Susie Coombs; Prospect, Mrs Jennie
Dockham; Searsmont, Mrs. J. F. Marden;
Searsport, Miss Rebecca Ross; Stockton
Miss

rerne

j
!

!yj

AND

GIRLS TO PRO-

No slackers in the ranks is the slogan
of Boys’ and Girls’ club members for
1918, who are carrying out agricultural or
home economics projects under the supervision of agricultural extension service of the University of Maine. The
minimum quota is $75,000, the ultimate
aim being $100,000 worth of food. This
total makes the amount $37,000 for 1917
look small. However, this amount appeared large at that time.
Two hundred acres are being cultivated
by these young farmers and patriot?.
Over 2,000 boys and girls are at work
canning to meet the requirement of at
least 50 pint jars of fruits and vegetables.
Several hundred have thus far passed
that mark, in fact one girl in York county
has put up over 600 pints so far this season.
Furthermore, that food which
cannot be put into jars is being conserved
by turning it into pork or poultry, 1,600
members caring for pigs and 600 looking
after their chickens.
These sturdy young agriculturists are
going to put Maine over the top in food
production and conservation so far as it
is in their power to do so.

j

i

BOYS
DUCE

$175,000

IN FOOD

Pair of custom made
Price very low.

WILLIAM H. STAPLES.
William H. Staples died very suddenly
at his home on Bridge street Sunday

night
watchman at the Coe-Mortimer plant
and worked as usual Saturday night.
After eating his midnight lunch he felt
ill and on returning home in the morning
grew worse and a physician was summoned and also called again just before
the end came from acute indigestion. His
He was
age was tib years and 20 days.
born in Stockton Springs, the son of the
late Jeremiah W. and Susan (Ellis) Staples. He moved to Belfast about 40 years
He

afternoon.

was

employed

o

as

ago and has since resided here. He was for
years a member of jthe city’s police force
and is well and favorably known in Belfast and Stockton Springs, his former
He is survived by his widow,
formerly Miss Myra C. Dickey, and by
home.

six of their seven children: Lillian J.,
of Vinalhaven,
now Mrs. Oscar Arey
Dana S., Jesse L., James D., Otis V. and
Gertrude E., all of Belfast. Three brothers and a half-sister also survive, Jesse
E. and Isaac Staples of Belfast, Joseph
Staples of Stockton Springs and Mrs.
Louise Overlock of Stockton Springs.
The funeral took place at his late home
Wednesday, Rev. Adolph Rossbach of-

ficiating.
NELLIE L.

L

FLAGG.

driving

ily,

Norman, motored to Vassalboro

j

Mrs. Elizabeth J. Hutchinson of Washington avenue, Portland was elected suorder
preme chief of the LInited States
of Pythian Sisters at the annual convention of the Sisters held in Detroit this
past week. Mrs. Hutchinson is a member of Woodfords Temple and has held all
the offices of the order including the local
office of supreme chief which she now
holds in the national order.

Mrs. J. O. Bartlett, who passed the
winter and spring in Washington, D. C.,
is the guest of Mrs. Volney Thompson,
and visiting old neighbors. She intends

Dr. W. F.

Brown and wife and their

daughter, Mrs. Frank French, all of Norridgewock, were in town Sunday. Mrs.
Brown spent the day with Mrs. S, B.
Place, to meet an old friend, Mrs. Amy
Vickery of Providence, R. 1. The rest
of the party went to Stockton Springs

the extreme weaknees often results In
impaired hearing, weakened eyesight,
bronchitis and other troubles, but if
Scott's Emulsion is given promptly,
it carries strength to the organs
and creates rich blood to build skm
up the depleted forces.
Children thrive on ScotPtEmuUoa.
n Free from Alcohol

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

II Iff

_It

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that she hss been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ALFRED W. BERY, late }f S toe a ton

Kay collars,

i

o

or

COME IN AND SEE THE BARGAINS.

W. L. WEST,

U

Spring St„ Belfast,
Bankrupt’s Petition
In the matter of

I

have

opened

a

To the Hon. Ciarerce Hale,
trict Ccurt of the L: util
•tr.ct of Maine.

next door
Central
the
Market,
^o
House
block.
Opera
work

at

Judge
Mules

of the Disfor the Dis-

W hereto.-c he prays, That he
may be decreed
b> the Court to have a full discharge from all
d' ht> provable against his state under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted t.v iaw from such discharge.
Dated this 19thday of August, A I). 1918.
WALTER B. ELKINS.
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

George H. Robertson.

BOYINGTON-

Eye Sight

Discharge

1

r,
y* In bankruptcy.

bankruptcy,

reasonable prices.

E. H,

jl

Wilier B EUins of Unity, in tin*
County
of Waido ar d State of Maine, in said
District,
respecttui.> represents, that on the 2 >rd day of
January, iast past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrende red ail
his property and rights of
property, and has
fully complied with all the requirement of said
Acis and of t ie orders of Court
touching his

job

printing piant

Satisfactory

for

Walter B.

Elkins, Bankrupt,

Notice

District or Maine, Northern Division, as,
O this 24th day of August. A. I>. 1918, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon!he same on the 4th day of October, A.
D.1918, before said Court at Bangor, in said District, Northern Division, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon; and that notice thereof be published
in The R< publican Journal, a
newspaper printed in said District, Northern Division, and that
all known creditors, and other persons in interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Deputy Clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition and
this order, addressed to them at their places
of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Bangor. in the Northern Division of said District,
on the 24th day of August. A. D. 1918.
WILLIAM M. WARREN.
[L.S]
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: WILLIAM M. WARREN,
Deputy Clerk.

Specialist

—

FOR SALE
SHALL COTl'AC* AND BARN,

Situation Wanted

Eight acres of land, fruit and shada
trees, on shore side of Searspurt avenue,

2 1-2 Uliles from Beitast.
W. G WALLACE,
2w3o*
R. f. o. 5, Box 28.

As capable housekeeper in widower’s
MRS. V. ELLS,
home.
Searsport, Maine, R. F. D No. 2,
Care Albert Nickerson.
lw35*

OFFICE TO LET
The subADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ARLETTIE MYRICK, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Ail persons having
bonds 86 the law directs.
demands against the estate of 6aid deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately'
FRANK A CUSHMAN.
Belfast, Me., August 13, 191**.

A sheep and lamb have strayed to the
Hayford farm on Belmont avenue and the
owner can have the same by proving
property and paying charges.

Springs,
RALPH HAYFORD.
County of W aldo, deceased, and given
All
law
directs.
the
persona
bonds
having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make :
Late model, light, touring car. Ford
payment immediately,
perferred. Call at
MARIA M. BERRY.
16 Church street or Tel 121-11.
I
Stockton Springs, Me., August 18.1918
in the

as

harnesses.

fl

NOTICE
The sub-

scriber

CASTOR IA

IJ
70

COMBIN’A MON INN ER TUBES-Fits either 30x3
30x3 1-2. guaranteed price. $2.50 each.

in first-class condition in Howes' block
Main street. Apply at
HOWES’ GROCERY STORE.

At No. 12 Cedar Street, 7 rooms and
bath, all hardwood floors and furnace.
LORIN CROSS.
Apply to
Iw35*
Bayaide, Maine.

served.

to go housekeeping this fall in Newton
Miss
Center, Mass., with her daughter,
Miriam Bartlett.

o

[_

OF THE

Pythian Sisters.

J. J. Clement, P. A. Clement and famwith their guests, Mrs. Ernest Scott
son

"|

Tires for Ford Cars cheaper and better for the money
than any one else can sell.

LOST

d

udJ

Heavy

Mrs. Amanda Ricker.

Sunday, where Mrs. Scott will visit her
sister, Mrs. Willis Crosby.
Miss Mary Wentworth gave a party to
meeting of the chairmen at an early date
her friends Wednesday evening, Aug. 21st.
in September, when it is planned to have
were present, including a
Mrs. Grace Wing of Auburn and a bond About 40 guest
salesman present to go over the business number from Morrill. A pleasant evenof the undertaking.
ing was passed and refreshments were

£

Newly

Mrs. Clara Thompson and daughter
BOYIMrON OPflCAL CO.
Nellie L., wife of Walter F. Flagg, died
Evelyn, who have been visiting friends
44 South Main Street,
retumed.Thursday
here and in Searsport,
Saturday at their home in Belmont. She
Winterport, Maine.
to New York.
had been ill for about three weeks with
and TUESDAYS.
OFFICE
DAYS—MONDAYS
three
Her
daughyoung
C. B. Cushman, M. M. Wentworth, Ray typhoid fever.
I WILL BE AT THE
ill with the same disCarter and A. W. Gilpatrick of Danforth ters have also been
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p.
in Belmont, the
went to Thorndike Aug. 21st to visit the ease. She was born
m., Sept. 4.
daughter of Nathaniel and Sarah KnowlMasonic Lodge.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, Sept. 5.
ton Young and her age was 31 years, 4
Central House, Unity, Friday P- m.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Jaquith and grandShe leaves besides Sept. 6.
and Mrs. P. W. months and 22 days.
Mr.
Jones,
Norman
son,
Bellows’House, Freedom, Saturdays
her husband, their four children, Doris,
Jaquith and son Max motored to Augusta
The last m., Sept. 7.
and Lawrence.
Mary
Avis,
recently to visit friends.
mentioned is only four weeks old. Two
Egbert Whitcomb, Laurice Poland and brothers also survive, Leigh and Lewis
Elden Choate were called to the colors
Young of Belmorit. The funeral took
Aug. 28th. Mr. Whitcomb was taken sick place at her late home Tuesday at 1 p.
Saturday afternoon, August 24th, beof
measles.
the 22nd with an attack
tween the postoflice and Bridge street,
m., Mrs. Nathan Hunt of Morrill officiata pocketbook containing a sum of money
A. W. Gilpatrick and family, who have ing.
The bearers were Messrs. Maurice
and a postoflice key. The finder will
been spending a week w'ith Mrs. Gil- Wood, Harry Gray, Frank Ellingwood please leave same with
MISS LULU TASKER,
patrick’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Volney and Ernest Piper.
6 Charles Street.
1 w35*
Thompson, returned Saturday to their
home in Danforth.
Chief
Elected
Supreme
Maine Woman is

a

I

family

office for

T. Wood; Unity, Mrs. E. D. Chase; Waldo,
Miss Flora Johnson; Win'terport, Mrs.
George Cole. Mrs. Bradbury will call a

ij

Strawberry

Capt. Norman R. Cook of Fort Baldwin, Me. and son Thomas R. Cook of
VVinthrop Center spent the week-end
tion. There were no formalities at the
with her family at The Oaks, Lake Passa
depot and the young men went off with
g'assawamkeag.

grandmother,

Bargains

fancy

twelve years.

her

NORTON,

;,lc^3|fol[cr

who have

and Waterville, spent the week-end at
their home here in the village.

B. O.

*

Station,

Mr. Pearl Crockett and daughter Helen,
employment in Skowhegan

Twenty-five

men

We have on exhibition at our salesrooms a carload of
Fordson Tractors, also Oliver 2-Gang Plows and Roderick
Lean Harrows for use in connection with same- These
will be exhibited and demonstrated at the Waldo County
Fair in Belfast. September 10 and 11.

most beautiful plays to date, having a
Ford Sales and Service
Belfast, Maine
theme of universal interest, that of the
circus. It’s a play especially for the children and one that we recommend highly
for them. The Animated Weekly and
C"....-.irrToirzr."
other reels complete this offering.
Saturday, the popular dual star combination, Wallace Reid and Anna Little,
will be shown in their latest play, “The
Firefly of France,” modern romance in
its best form. Mr. Reid in the role of an
aviator of France and Miss Little as the
Pair of Dapple Grey Geldings, weigh 2600, a
charming heroine have made a picture
The!
farm or business team.
that will long be remembered.
Hearst-Pathe News and a Pathe Comedy :
Chestnut Mare, weighs 1350, splendid worker. Good
will round out this big week-end offering.
Monday, for a line holiday program,
driver, safe for anybody to drive or handle.
atwe have secured the big Paramount
featuring
Divorce’
a
j
Get
“Lets’
Roan Gelding.
traction,
Sound. Kind.
oung.
This charming, winsome l
Billie Burke.
Good worker. Good driver.
Very handsome. Would
star has never been seen to better admake an ideal
vantage than in this five part comedyhorse.
drama. A play that will provoke laughthe
make
ter from beginning to end and
Several other good using acclimated horses which I
j ,0
holiday much more pleasant for you. A
on the low market in Boston last week, and if
Klever
bought
a
and
you
Travelogue
Burton Holmes
need a HORSE come and see them and the prices will
comedy complete Monday’s bill.
Tuesday the big stage play, “Daddy:
make you SMILE.
Long Legs” details of which you can find I
in another column.
Pair of 3 year old steers, "'ell broken.
The beautiful dramatic star, Lina Cavalieri stars Wednesday in “Love’s ConSecond hand Grocery Wagon.
painted. Price
quest” which has been ..ailed one of the
right.
in
Magnilicently
achievements.
year’s
staged, with beautiful photography and
Single Work Harness.
wonderfully acted, “Love’s Conquest
merits a large attendance.

Miss Caroline Brainard, a teacher in
Rochelle, N. Y., is spending the
month of August with her friend, Mrs.

in the Waldo County draft
left at 2.30 p. m. Wednesday for Camp
more

rnuuj.

onereu

the week.

anything but pleasant. He is
now located in a very beautiful place on
the grounds of an old chateau, “some-

j

now—in this time of stress and anxiety.

|

Lane, who is in Augusta for
a few days with his fam-

H.

treatment spent

chester, Mass., was the guest of friends
over the week-end.

across was

CLUB

one

world’s greatest artists. Not an imitation,
you understand, but a Re-creation. And never
was the solace of music more needed than

I

F.

I

Mabel
Miss Vera Croxford of North Monroe
Robin- I
Admah Emmons a
Kirkin. ! was the guest of Miss
The story is very patriotic in theme and few days last week.
will receive much applause when shown I
There were no pictures at Crockett's

|

of life’s greatest resources.
And in the New Edison ypu have music—the
world’s greatest music, interpreted by the

1

Monday.
i

favorites, Lillian Dexter,
McWhirter, Ethel Dexter, Archie
son, Willard Jennys and William

Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn; Swanville, Mrs. Albert Nickerson; Thorndike,
Mrs. Abbie Ferguson; Troy, Mrs. George

between artist and instrument. The
famous Edison tone tests have proved this to

Edison

Mrs. Nellie Luce Cain of Clinton was
guest of Miss Mabel Rose Sunday and

tne

Springs,

distinguish

j

Fogg.

City Marshal M. R. Knowlton has
smiles and salutes to those who had asMrs. Ifervey J. Grant and infant son
posted bills on all the wharves forbidding
sembled to bid them God speed. The
the use of cameras there. Persons carwho have been visiting P. H. Grant for
as
the
their
salute
whistles
gave
factory
rying cameras are also forbidden walking
several weeks went to Brewer Wednestrain left the station.
One party has been aron the wharves.
day and will leave for their home in New
concert
reRed Cross NOTES. The
rested for disregard to this ruling and the
York next week.
at the Country Club under
officers have names of others who have cently given
The many friends of Mrs. Garfield C.
Hudson
of
Mrs.
Henry
been on the wharves with their cameras, the management
j realized lor me rveu ciass me sum ui Goddard, who recently underwent a serious operation at Tapley’s hospital, BelMorris L. Slugg, chairman of the Waldo
$78.75. The proceeds of the bazaar held
1
County board of labor registration, has at the County Club on Aug. 7th was $1300. fast, will be glad to know that she is
gaining* rapidly and is able to take short
returned from Augusta, where he had a ! In
addition to the above the Red Cross is
auto rides.
conference with Charles E. Hichborn. j
donations:
individual
for
several
grateful
Mr, Slugg urges the j
State chairman.
from
Mrs.
From Mr. Alfred Johnson, 50;
CENTER MONrVILLE.
necessity of all to register that the Gov- R. C.
Johnson, $25; and from Mr. and
where
and
how
know
many
ernment may
Mrs. Marshall Langhorn $35.Mrs.
He also
each branch.
are available in
Clifton Morse has had his farm buildArchie Hubbard, Qualified Instructor, rewishes the fact emphasized that the indithe St. Louis lightning
cently accompanied Miss Louise Hazel- ings protected by
vidual workmen are not obliged to accept
1 rods.
the
for
purpose
tine to Stockton Springs
Government posi tions if they do not care
of instructing the Branch there in the
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Stewart are visitto.
Wentis
of
great
tampons.There
making
ing their daughter, Mrs. M. M.
Miss Maude E. Barker gave a luncheon need of workers at thi sewing rooms and worth and family.
last Friday afternoon in honor of Miss all who can possibly do so are urged to
John Foster of Portland, Oregon, is
Frances Peters of Bangor, Mrs. Charles assist in this important branch of the
spending the summer with his parents,
Newcomb of Brookline, Mass., Mrs. Geo. work. Don’t hesitate because you have Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Foster.
Moody of Boston, Mrs. Annie Canney not formed the habit of going there.
A large number from this place attendand Misses Ethel Burr and Sarah L.. Form it now.Mr. and Mrs. James
ed the reunion'of Freedom Academy and
was
served
Mason of Bangor. Luncheon
Howes, Miss Maude E. Mathews, Miss Old Home Day, Friday, Aug. 23rd.
Isabel Ginn, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson and
on the porch which was very attractive
Loren Penney of Newton Highlands,
with an abundance of beautiful garden Rev. Adolph Rossbach motored to Thornhas been in town and was the
Mass.,
llowers. The afternoon was spent with dike Wednesday, the 21st, in the interests
Charles Howard and family.
of
Miss Barker also re- of the Red Cross. The three gentlemen guest
Red Cross work.
Mrs. Charles Herbft (Eva Barand
Frank
of
Mrs.
Mr.
honor
in
cently entertained
spoke to those there assembled at the
are visiting
J. Starrett of Springfield, Mass.
lawn fete on various phases of war works rows) of Uxbridge, Mass.,

ng prizes at a very pleasant
'ion.
Delicious refreshments
d at

c. A. Lane of Waterville spent the
week-end with his family here.
Hon. D. A. Boody of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Mrs. Josephine
is visiting his sister,

charge during the trip. They were acto the train by Company F.,
other important business. There will also companied
Scouts and the Board of Exempbe a picnic supper at 6 p. m. to which all the Boy

r nurse.

ii

Thursday, matinee and evening, the
five part Metro play, “The Trail to Yesterday.” starring Bert Lytell and Anna
Q. Nilsson, is the feature attraction.
“The Trail to Yesterday” introduces to
motion picture patrons the eminent young
dramatic actor, Bert Lytell, as a Metro
star. The production, a screen version
of a highly successful novel, has been
chosen especially with a view to providing the best possible medium for Mr.
Lytell’s talents and engaging personality.
The role of “Dakota” calls for a display
of the athletic powers in which Mr. Lytell excels, and also for strong dramatic
action. The Grand Canyon of Colorado
and an Arizona cattle ranch are among
the interesting scenes shown in connection
with “The Trail to Yesterday.” Owing
to being falsely accused of crime, the
wealthy young hero of the story goes
West and becomes a wanderer. There
he meets with many adventures—and
with Sheila! Romance and drama of an
unusual sort are happily combined in this
five-act feature. The Official War Review, showing the latest events from the
Front, and a Sidney Drew Comedy complete Thursday’s bill.
Daintv Marguerite Clark will please
her old and win many new admirers in
“Prunella,”a five part Paramount feature

was

tendent’s office in Memorial hall Friday,
j
Aug. 30th. This is the only opportunity
the teachers in this vicinity will have un- at the Colonial. Scenes of local interest
Theater Wednesday night, owing to the
til next February.
are being taken, among
others, the de- Waldo and Bangor fairs.
There were four electrical showers Sat- parture of the drafted men Wednesday
Will R. Lane, who is in training at
urday from 2.30 to 12 p. m. The first afternoon.
Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass., spent the
was severe in mis vicinity ana ugnunng
North Belfast. The Waldo County week-end with his parents.
struck the residence of Frank A. Riggs Veterans’ Association will meet Thurs
odding, who has employMrs. Amy
on Mayo street,
damaging the chimney day, Sept. 5th, in the church for the regment in Belfast, spent the week-end with
and woodwork to a very slight extent. ular monthly meeting.There will be
j her mother, Mrs. Mary Lancaster.
Mr. Riggs was insured.
both morning and evening services in the
There was a full house at Crockett’s
In the evening the
The usual holiday hours will be observed church next Sunday.
Saturday night and “The ValenTheater
at Belfast P. O. Labor Day, Monday, service commences at 7.30 and the pastor
tine Girl’’ was pronounced fine by all.
will
be
a
travel
talk
carriers
excused
will
on
Holland.
Rural
2
id.
give
Sept.
Miss Jessie Peabody of New York, who
the entire day and the city carriers at Most interesting letters have been rereturned to
The general delivery will be open ceived from Victor Merriam, who has has been visiti ig her parents,
noon.
the first of
as
secretary
work
her
private
arrived
in
France.
The
safely
voyage
from 11 to 12 a. m. and from 6 to 6.45

LI.EAST, MAINE.

i ju News

Miss Vera Patterson of Thorndike
the guest of Miss Beulah Cook,

local

State teachers examination for
certificates will be held at the superinThe

FRED D. JONES
:

Mass.,

WANTED

on

WANTED
;

Firemen, attendants, and farm attendants at Maine School for Feeble-Minded.
Good pay. Permanent positions. Give
age, weight, and experience in first letter.
DR. CARL J. HEDIN,
Address
West Pownal, Maine.
4w32

Pigs for Safe
4 to 8 Weeks Old.

33tf

J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

“wantedA situation as housekeeper or nurse.
MRS. L. B JACKSON,
No. 7 Bay View Street,
lw35*
Belfast, Maine..

A

WEEPING ECZEMA ! GREATEST CHANCE
!
AMANEVERHAD
RELIEVED
SOON
Boy
Can

A Perfect Treatment For This

Distressing Complaint

In every three persons
In the United States and finally that
every person in the United States shall
own a bond.
Fancy the state of mind
of the German war lords if f1’ y Were
made to realize that every or." of the
one hundred millions of Americans
were so determined to beat them that
they had all invested with the one idea
Would the war con
to beat them.
Most unlikely
tinue another year?
Most of us ask each other or ourselves
"When will this war end?" There is
no quicker way to end it than to make
It possible for our government to throw
int>- it every resource that we have.
The moment that the Prussian war
lords realize this fact, they will come
to theiy senses.
And the only way to
bring this about is for you and me to
This
do our part and do it fully.
means to loan every cent we can to the
government; hold nothing back, but
give it our all. It isn’t a question of
when can we end the war; it is a question of when you or I end the war. It
is what you and I do. It is the drop
of water, multiplied by millions, that
makes the deluge. It is what you and

changed to

and
Help Him elf, His
His Country by Buying
Liberty Bonds

Wasing.

"I

had

attack of Weeping
bad that my clothes

an

Eczema;

so

WE MUST

Would be wet through at times.
I suffered terribly. I could get no
relief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
Fruit Liver Tablets) and ‘Sootha
Salva’. The first treatment gave me
relief. Altogether, I have used three
boxes of ‘Sootha Salva1 and two of
‘Fruit-a-tives’, and am entirely well”.
G. W. HALL.
Both these remedies are sold by
dealers at 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, or
seut by FRL’IT-A-TI\ ES Limited,
OGDENSBURG, N.Y.
“Fruit-a-tives” is also put up in a
trial size which seiis for 25c.

SALE

IN

BELFAST

_

By EDWARD BOK.
Editor of the Ladies’ Home Journal.
Each time a new liberty loan is announced we should hail it with pleasure.
For years we have used the

phrase

BY

Who by special arrangement has all the
patterns all the time.

^=NO WAITING TO SEND.
Advance Fall Fashions.
Plain Tailored and Fur Trimmed Models.
Service Dresses.
Fall Coat Trends.
iCorrespondence of The Journal.)
Not all
Aug. 26, 1918.
NEW

YORK,
busy with war work wear uniforms but nearly everyone has adopted
fitsome sort of service dress, that goes
tingly wherever her activities call, and

women

keeps her looking trig and lit all the time.
Collars and cuffs or vestees of washable
organdie, pique, linens or gingham that
easily detached for laundrying, and
lend a note of freshness, often are the
only trimming touch on a gown of satin,
foulard gingham or calico. One is quite as
are

smartly worn as the other with rather
prestige for the calico as the latest

more

revival.
A Practical Model.
Worn with the smartest of white foothat that said Paris in every
point of its simple detail was a dress of
black calico polka spotted in white in the
and

“as

good

as

a

government

bond” as indicating the safest investment possible, but before the war it
was
impossible for the average investor to secure a government bond.
Periodically an issue was made, but It
•as so quickly subscribed for by the
bankers that the small investor had
Now we all have a
little
chance.
chance, and a chance at all that we
can afford to buy.

ESSIE P. CARLE

wear,

OUR BEST

Scores of Things We Can Do Without
Which Seem Necessities and Yet
Are
Luxuries—Get
Really
Into the Fight.

10c. and 15c.
ARE FOR

mjjO

a

{

small dots characteristic of this fabric

I do in our small way that, multiplied
by the millions, makes for a united
strength before which nothing can
stand. Win the war we will, but when
“It can’t
we win it depends upon us.
Then
be too soon for me,” we say.
let’s get busy, real busy, and save and
loan to

iuui in

"best.”

loan

we

suuuiu

uu

our

government what

we

save.

LIBERTY LOAN AND SAVINGS
BANKS.
The effect of the Liberty Loans and
the War Savings Stamps on savings
banks’ deposits has been watched with
keen interest by economists and finanThe experience of England was
very encouraging; In the year 1916
the English small
depositors purchased billions of dollars of war bonds
and at the same time increased their
deposits in savings banks over $60.ciers.

000,000.
The belief is entertained that the
result in America has been very similar to that in England, and that despite the purchase by the American
people of some $10,000 000.000 of Liberty Bonds and $500,000,000 of War
Savings Stamps, a very fair proportion of which were purchased by savings banks depositors, savings banks
deposits have increased.
Full reports have been received
from the savings banks in New York
State.
They show a decrease in deposits for the last year of only $8,000.000, but an increase of 21.252 depositors.
The loss in deposits is insignificant; the increase Tfi the number of
depositors very significant. With increased cost of living and other war
conditions, the decrease in deposits
might well be expected; the increase
of .depositors shows that the saving
habit is greatly growing in our coun-

|

try.
WAR

FINANCE CORPORATION
AIDS FARMERS.

In compliance with telegraphed Instructions from Secretary McAdoo, the
War Finance Corporation has wired
Federal reserve banks at Dallas, Kan-

uui

We want to be able to show

boy a bond or two or three in each
loan; not have hint ask: "Oh. didn't

our

get in on the fourth ?”
sas
City, and Minneapolis to notify
It isn’t as if we can’t do it. We can
I banks and trust companies in their reif we will only set our minds to the
spective districts, nonmembers as well
job of real saving There are scores of | as members of the Federal Reserve
things we can do without which seem System, of the willingness of the cornecessities and yet are really luxuries.
poration to make advances to those
Our boys "over there” are doing with- I financial institutions which had made
out them and offering their lives beloans to farmers and cattlemen.
sides. We are not asked for the latter.
Droughts in these districts are creAll we are asked to do is to do without
ating a serious condition for the farmhere something and there something,
ers and this action is taken to relieve
and by doing this we are patriots!
the situation.
And all the time while we are adSecretary McAdoo stated that no inwe
are
our
patriots
judged
investing
dustry was more vital to the war than
in
the
safest
on
earth
money
thing
raising wheat, corn, live stock, and
and getting a good interest on it in the
other food products, and that the
bargain. Frankly, can you "beat it?" ; banks should make loans on the notes
It is something to ask a man to give
of farmers since they are engaged in
money, without a return, and be a
an
industry not only necessary and
patriot. But in these Liberty loanB all contributory to the winning of tha
the government asks that a man shall
war but vital to it.
loan is his money, safely guarded and
at a good interest, and still he is a
AN AUGUST CONCEPTION.
you

j

I

patriot.

8382 Dress

Must Lend

McCall Eeci^n

Tile straight fulled skirt measured not
more than a yard and a half at the foot
and was unbroken but for narrow side
panels that formed pockets just below
the hip line. The plain little waist had
its coat sleeve finished by an eight inch
cufT of fine pique that belled at the hand
and was caught together at the top
by
four penny size white pearl buttons. The
softly draped collar suggested a small
hood, and was caught with a long bar
pin in front. A service dress of black
light weight satin similarly plain was relieved by a sash girdle tied at the centre
back, and by an impressively dainty
vestee with a rolling
collar, which was
edged with small buttons on one side and
buttonholes

the

other,

continuation
of the fastenings of the vest.
on

Smart

a

Jersey

Dresses.
Jersey dresses in white or light beige
tones, simply designed often have a touch
of handsome embroidery as their sole and
sufficient

garniture, and with this an y
hat goes fittingly from a plain dark sailor,
to a wide brimmed transparent straw, or
of the Blue Devil tarns of velvet that
suit a youthful face and figure.
one

Lucy Carter.

spies.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, poet and
essayist, writing some 75 years ago,
said:
“The possible destiny of the United
States of America as a Nation of a
hundred million of free men, stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
living under the laws of Alfred and
speaking the language of Shakespeare
and Milton, is an august conception.”
The United States is now a Nation
a
of
hundred
million
or
more,
stretching from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and reaching out east takes in
Hawaii and the Philippines, in the
north Alaska, and in the south the
Panama Canal. But grander than its
physical Is its moral greatness. Its
fairness and Justice, Its courage and
power, its maintenance of right and
freedom cover the world.
The destiny the United States is
now fulfilling is a more august conception than even the imagination of
the author of Kubla Khan conceived
of less than a century ago.
SAVING AND SERVING.

By economizing in consumption and
with the resultant saving purchasing
the Government’s war securities the
American citizen performs a double
The citizen and the Governduty.
ment can not use the same labor and
material; if the citizen uses it, the
material and the labor can not be used
If the citizen
by the Government.
economizes in consumption, so much
material and labor and transportation
space is left free for Government uses.
And when the saving effected is lent
to the Government more money is thui
placed at the disposal of the Govern
ment.

THE Y. W.

C. A. DRIVE.

BOSTON, Aug. 21. With Mrs. Harold
Peabody of Boston, campaign “boss” for

Sew

England,

a

tremendous net work of

>rganization is being put up in Boston
where headquarters for the fall war fund
;ampaign of the New England Division
>f the Y. W. C. A. are opened. Not a
;own or hamlet in all New England will
>e overlooked.
There will be a promilent woman named in every State as or(anizer and another as chairman of the
'all campaign. Every county will be or-

:

Probably

larger and

a

more

j

enthusias-

tic audience never congregated in Union
hall than that which was present on Friday evening, August 16th, to witness the
entertainment given by local amateurs
under the direction of Miss Louise Dickerson Lieb, for the benefit of the Red
Cross. The seating capacity of the hall
was taxed to its utmost and many were
present from adjoining towns. The program opened with the Marsellaise played
by Mrs. S. C. Pattee, after which the
curtain went up on the up-to-the-minute
The
war play, “Somewhere in France.”

atmosphere of the play

was

distinctly

French and the costumes, scenery, etc.,
The
carried out the effect perfectly.
people in the play:
Madame Graudet,
Miss Amelia Ford
Mary Dale, a Red Cross nurse,
Miss Lucy True Ross
Jean Graudet,
Roland Darling
Dr. Montaigne, French surgeon-general,

Story Trundy

in character costume was as popular with
the audience as usual, and Mrs. Sumner
C. Pattee was an excellent accompanist.
A feature olj the program which was not
planned, was the appearance up front of
little Virginia Trundy who went to look
To Miss Sally
out for her “Daddy.”
Dow |who made the attractive posters;
to Mrs. L. C. Havener who made costumes and hats; Harry Merrithew, drummer; Miss Ethel Nichols, and in fact all
who helped to make the affair the huge
success that it was, thanks are rendered.
A dance followed the entertainment, with
music by Charles Green and Mrs. S. C.
Pattee. Between the acts of the entertainment, announcement was made of the
winner of the flag, the lucky number being 38.
About $45 was realized from the sale of
the flag and a good sum from the red,
white and blue boutonnieres. Edmund
Eno dispensed ice cream, giving 10 per
A
cent of the proceeds to the fund.
large sum will be realized, the exact
amount to be announced later.
The whole affair was planned and carried
out by Miss Louise Dickerson Leib of
Washington, D. C.

for

puuu,

nuiiiiiu
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aumaauiv

favorable comments on his work
heard. Mr. Darling is new to Searsport audiences and it is hoped that this
was not his last appearance here.
Story
Trundy played the part of the surgeon
with the ease and finish of a professional
and his costume and make-up were particularly effective. Miss Lucy True Ross
delighted the audience as Mary Dale, the
Red Cross nurse.
Miss Ross is very
popular with Searsport audiences. Mias
Louise Ford was picturesque and charming as Nanon, and Miss Isabel Frame was
a most attractive Lizette.
Many points in the little play were
really thrilling and in the scene where
the bandages are removed from Jean’s
eyes, the big audience was breathlessly
still. The play ended with the Star
Spangled Banner. Several clever vaudeville acts followed. The Postage Stamp
sketch uy Miss Lucy Ross and Roland
Darling was extremely good and this was
followed by a catchy song and dance,
“My Sweetie” by Miss Louise Ford and
Irving Rich, which got a big hand and
was repeated. Miss Harriet Roulstone gave
a novel little song, “Mary’s Hats” which
Sidewalk
came
was encored and then
Patter; Servings Subpoena by Miss Louise
to
Ford and Roland Darling,
say nothing
of the dog, “Bunker Bean,” who proved
himself a gentleman under trying circumstances. An effective Indian dance ended this number.
Story Trundy sang
“They Go Wild Over Me,” and pleased
He was recalled.
his audience as usual.
The last number was “Somewhere in
France is the Lily” sung by Miss Harriet
Roulstone in appropriate costume, with
Miss Florence Colcord, Miss Annie Whittier, Mrs. Story Trundy, Miss Lucy Ross
and Louise Ford, as the English rose,
French fleur de lis, Scotch thistle, Irish
shamrock and American golden rod; in a
charming dance. This was most effective and was a very pleasing number.
Miss Ford as golden rod was perfectly
charming. The natural grace and artistic
finish of her dancing make her numbers
a delight.
Renfew Wilson, as announcer

from

Probate

Notices.

a

and

Children.

Always Bought

The Kind You Have

30 Years.

In Use For Over
T M E

short visit with friends in Rock-

port and Rockland.

were

Infants

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made under liis
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
«Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

Miss Louise Ford
Miss Isabel Frame
Miss Amelia Clewley Ford, in the role
APPLE 10\.
of Madame Graudet, deserves special
mention. Miss F’oid’s acting is natural
Mr. Albert Robbins was at Palmer
and convincing, and she played the rather
difficult part of the French mother with I Martin’s recently.
The part
a finish which was admirable.
Mrs. Martha Luce and Russell Waterof Pierre Graudet, the father of Jean,
man spent August 18th in Searsmont.
was a new one for Renfrew Wilson, who
I
usually assumes a comedy role. He gave
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wooster of Camevidence of versatility, carrying off the
den were callers in this place recently.
was
His
make-up
part exceedingly well.
Miss Agnes Fuller has returned home
wonderfully good. As Jean Graudet, a

Nanon,
Lizette,

Arnold Bartlett, who lias been stopping at Bert Whitney’s this summer, was
at his home in Rockport last weex.

C ENTAUW

COMRANV.

VOWK

CITV.

At a Probate Court neio hi Belfast, within an*
for the County of Waldo, on tHe 13th day o!
August, A, D. 1918.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTH I
ere by gives r». fict- ih>
.*■ t
duly eppointtd sdinit istratrix, uit

HORACE TRUE MUZZY, administrator,
with the will annexed, of the estate of Horace
Muzzy, late of Searsm> nt, in said County of

am

scrrber V

mine who

d, of the

estate ot

in the County of Waldo, dec* as<d. ;i
horde as the law directs. All fere,
den ands against the estate of a. a
are desired to present the same lor ^
and all it debt*d thereto are rtqt.i st

entitled to said estate and their
shares therein and order the same
be distributed accordingly.
are

respective
to

x«

MARTHA E. JOHNSON, lute of 1.

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that the Judge ol Probate may deter

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
August, A. D. 1918.

N IW

t.

pa\ment immediately.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
the 10th day of Stptember, A. L). 1918, at t« n
of the clock before noon,and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitio/.er
should not be granted.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge,
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

ELEANOR J WOOl '.
Belfast. Me August 13, 1918.
to be an
authenticated copy of the last will and testaADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE,
ment ^nd the probate thereof of Ahby K. Mcscriber htreby givt-s notice that
Lane, late cf Washington, in the District of
duly appoir ted admit.istrator of the
I Columbia, deceased, having been presented for
IRENA BASS, late of Belfa
! probate, with a petition praying that the copy
of said will may be allowed filed and recorded
in the County of Waldo, decease
! in the Probate Court of said County of Waldo,
bonds as the law directs, A.l pers*
and that letters testamentary be issued to Andemands against the
state of tan:
drew Hussey Allen and Allen McLane, the
j are desired to present the same for
executors named therein, without bond, it
and all indebted thereto ar» request*
being so provided in said will.
payment immediatelv
Ordered, That the said petitijner give notice
WILLIAM VAl
to all-persons interested by causing a copy of
Belfast. Me., August 13, 1318.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
this order to be published three weeks succes
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
I sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
August, A. D. 1918.
ADMINISTKAT RIX’S NOTICE,
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
WILLI& W, W ASHBURN, administrator, scriber hereby gives notice that sh
may appear at a Probate Couit, to be held at
with the will annex* d. of the estate of Abbie duly
j pi lr teo Miiinistiatrix t 11
[
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 10th
t\ Arnold, late of Palermo, in said C unty of
LEROY STAPLES, late of 1>*
day of Srp ember, A.D. 1918, at ten of the clock
a p tition I
Waldo,
deceased,
having
presented
I before noon, and show cause, if any they have j
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
pray ing that the Judge of Probate may deterwhy the piayer of said petitioner should not j mine
who are entitled to said estate and their ] bonds as the law directs. All pei>
be granted,
u
demands
the estate of
respective shares therein and order the same are desireagainst
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
d to present the satin
to he distributed accordingly.
A true copy.
Attest:
merit, and ail indebted thereto ar*
(. has. E. Johnson, Register.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notic
to make payment immediately
to all persons interested by causing a copy o j
MARY E ST
this order to be published three weeks sue- !
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Belfast, Me., August IS, 1918.
for the County of Waldo, on the second ce sively in The Republican Journal, a news- j
Tuesday of August. A D. 1918.
paper published at Belfast, in said County, that
WALDO SS. in court ot Prolmi*
a P.obate Court, to be held
A certain instrument, purporting to be the they may appear at
the 13th day of August. !:■
at Belfast, within and for said County, on the j Belfast,on
last will and testament of Henry P. Richards,
ert
G. Seeley, conservator of the
10th day of September, A.D. 1918. at ten of the i
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, delate of Swariv
Austin
Beckwith,
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they :
ceased, having been presented for probate
deceased,
have, why the pray er of said petitioner should County, account forhaving present**,
with petition praying that said will be allowed
and final
allowance.
not he granted,
ar d that letters testamentary issue to CatherOrdered, that notice thereof he ».*v
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge,
ine Richards, the executrix named therein.
weeks successively in The Republic-;,
A true copy. Attest;
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
a newspaper published in Belfast, :■
i
Chas E. Johnson, Register,
| interested by causing a coj y of this order to
ty, that ail persons interested may a
! be published three weeks successively in The
Probate Court, to fie held at Beifas
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at At a Probate Court field at Belfast, within a d day'-f September next, and show a.,
! Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day or
they have, why the said account
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, With
August, A. D. 1918
be allowed.
i in and for said County, on the second Tuesday
o:
widow
John
F.
ELLERY B0WD1 N
ALICE M. CREASEY,
I of September next, at ten of the clock beA true copy. At:* sc
late of Belfast, in said County of |
fore noon, and show cause,if any they have,why Creasey,
( has E. Johnson 1
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
the same should not be proved, approved and
praying that an allowance may be made to her
allowed and petition granted.
WALDO SS. It* Court of l
of the personal estate of said deceased.
out
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
!
on the 13th day of August,
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice Belfast,
A true copy. Attest:
lie A. Tibbetts, executrix of the wi
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Chas. E. Johnson, Register,
late of Liberty, p
T.
Tibbetts,
three
weeks
succesthis order to be published
deceased, having presented her t
At a ProDate Court, neia at Belfast, within and
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper account of administration of said
for the County of Waldo, on the second
published at Belfast, in said County, that they lowance,
at
Tuesday of August, A. D. 1918.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
Ordered, that notice thereof he p
within and for said County, on the 10th
Belfast,
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
weeks successively in The Kepubi
A. D. 1918,at ten of the clock
last will and testament of Henry Braddock, day of September,
if
a
show
have,
and
cause,
newspaper published in Belfast,
any they
late of Knox, in said County of Waldo, deceas- before noon,
the prayer of said petitioner should not
ty, that all persons interested may a
ed, having been presented for probate, with why
Probate Court,to be held at Belfast,
petition praying that said will be allowed and be granted.
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
day of September next, and show
that letters testamentary issue to Fred W
they have, why the said account
A true copy. Attest:
Braddock. the executor named therein
ELLERY BOWl'h.N
Thas. E. Johnson. Register,
j allowed.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
A true copy. Attest:
interested by causing a copy of this order to At a Probate ^ourt held at Belfast, within and
Chas E. Johnson, i
be published three weeks successively in The
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
at
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
August, A. D. 1918.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NoTK’h
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear at
A certain instrument, purporting to be an ( scriber hereby gives notice that
j a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
of the last will and testaauthenticated
copy
duiy
appointed aoministrator < f
of
the
second
on
and for said County,
Tuesday
•
ment and the probate thereof, of Henry P.
MANTIE E. GKEGG, late of 1
September next, at ten of the clock before
in the County of j
of
late
Wallingford,
Dixon,
n >on, and show cause, if any they have, why
df ceiDelaware.State of Pennsylvania,deceased,hav- in the Cruniy f Waldo,
the same should not be proved, approved and
All pepbonds as the law directs.
ing been presented for probate, with a petition ; demands
allowed and the petition granted.
»
state
of said
the
praying that the copy of said will may be al- desired toagainst the same for s.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
present
Court
lowed tiled and recorded in the Probate
Attest:
A true copy.
all indebted thereto are requestof said County of Waldo and that letters tes- \
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
merit immediately,
tamentary be issued to Clayton G. Dixon, the pay
BENJAMIN L. H. GEi
it
being j
At a Probate c^ourt neia at Belfast, within and executor named therein, without bond,
Unity, Me., July 9, 1918.
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of so provided in said will.
August, A. D.1918.
Ordered, I hat the said petitioner give notice
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE,
OCTAV1A MITCHELL, heir-at-law of Jane to all persons interested by causing a copy of
weeks suchereby give notice that they hav
S
Mitchell, late of Troy, in said County of this order to be published three
w
a news- | appointed executors of the last
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition cessively in The Republican Journal,
that they may ap- ment ot
praying that she, Oclavia Mitchell of Troy, paper published at Belfast,
of
at
Belfast,
WEALT1IA A. GRANT, late
pear at a Probate Court, to be held
or some other suitable person, be appointed
administratrix of the estate of said deceased. within and fir said County, on the 10th day of in the County of Waldo, deceased,
at ten of the clock beA.
D,
1918,
September,
having demands against the estate
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
ceased are desired to present the h.
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
not
should
of
said
the
petitioner
prayer
tlenient, and all indebted thereto a
this order to be published three weeks succes- why
begranted.
to
make payment immediately.
sively in The Republican Journal, a new.-paper
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judcre.
JOSEPH C. PLOUK
published at Belfast, in said county, that they
Attest:
A
true
copy.
BERTHA E PRAY
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
Me.,
on
the
Monroe,
August 13. 1918,
Belfast, within and for said County,
10th day of September, A.D. 1918, at ten of the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Tlclock before noon, and show cause, if any they
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
hereby gives notice that he has
August, A. D. 1918.
w
last
not be granted.
the
of
executor
A certain instrument purporting to be an pointed
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
ment of
authenticated copy of the last will and testaA true copy. Attest:
ALMEDA WHITCOMB, late «-!
ment and the probate thereof of Filz Howard \
( has E Johnson, Register,
Mosman, late of North Reading, in the Cuun- in the County of Waldo, decean.
and
at
within
of
MassaCourt
held
Belfast,
At a Probate
having demands against the esta!
ty of Middlesex and Commonwealth
for the Cc unty of Waldo, on the 13th day of chusetts, deceased, haying been presented for
ceased are desired to present the
a petition praying that the copy
with
August, A, D. 1918.
tlement
and all indebted thereto a
probate
OCTAVIA MITCHELL, heir-at-law of Mar- of aaid will may be allowed filed and recorded to make payment immediately
Waldo
of
said
of
Court
County
WILLIAM. F. W L
Probate
said
tin V. B. Mitchell, late of Troy, in
County in the
and that letters testamentary be issued to I
Belfast, Me.. August 13, 1918
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petitherenamed
executrix
tion praying that Wilmot L. Gray, or some Clarabel Mosman, the
in said
other suitable person, be appointed adminis- in, without bond, it being so provided
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. Tht
will.
trator of the estate of said deceased.
hereby gives notice that 6he has
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice pointed executrix of the last wi
Ordered, That tne said petitioner give notice
to all persons intereeted by causing a copy of ment of
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
order to be published three weeks sucsucthis
weeks
PETER F. WELCH, late of
this order to be published three
a newscessively in The Republican Journal, a news- cessively in l'he atRepublicanin Journal,
in
the
County of Waldo, decease
that
said
County,
Belfast,
paper published
u
paper published at Belfast, that they may apbe held sons having demands against
they may appear at a Probate C< urt, to
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
are desired to predeceased
said
the
on
at Belfast, within and for Baid County,
within and for said County, on the 10th day of
ana all indebted
A. D. 1918, at ten of for settlement,
September, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock be- 10th day of September,and show
requested to make payment imm
cause, if any
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, the clock before noon,
EMMAM
said
of
the prayer
petitioner
why the prayer of said petitioner should not they have, why
Belfast, Me.. August 13, 1918,
should not be granted.
be granted.
ELLERY BOWliEN. Judge.
H
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
hereby gives notice that she hsE.
Johnson.
Chas.
Register.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
executrix of the last v*
I
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certain

instrument, purported
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
August, A. 1). 1918.

ALICE M. CRESSEY, administratrix of the
estate of John F. Cressey, iate of Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that she may be
licensed to sell at public or private sale certain real estate belonging to the estate of said
deceased situated in Belfast, in said County ot
Waldo, and described in said petition.
to

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of

this order

be

to

published

three weeks

suc-

cessively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the 10th day of September, A. L). 1918, at
ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, E. Johnson, Register.
Ai

Be Taxed.

Black Eye for the Hun.
Seventeen million individual subscribers were part of the third Liberty
loan.
That means one in every six
of the population of the United States.
•But there Is no reason why with the
coming fourth loan this should not bs

WATCH FOR ENEMY SPIES.
It becomes increasingly evident in connection with submarine activities off the
New England Coast that enemy spies are
at liberty in this State, in the opinion of
the Maine committee on public safety.
The committee is in possession of evidence of this nature and that evidence
has been presented to the proper channels.
Information which has come to
the committee indicate many suspicious
circumstances along the Maine coast
In fact, it is well established that an
officer of an enemy submarine landed and
was seen by the captain and mate of a
steamer sunk by that submarine. It is
also well established that time and Bailings must be known to the enemy, therefore, the committee urges upon every
member of its organization throughout
the State to keep a vigilant loonout for
strangers in their vicinity who might be
suspected of such work, to act promptly
in an emergency and to make every effort to curtail the work of the enemy

or

Another point we must remember,
taking this whole matter simply on
an economic basis: That the more of
these Liberty bonds we buy the less
taxes we will have to pay.
The government must have the money to keep
up the war and feed and clothe our
boys. This year It needs about $24,000,000,000. This amount it must get
from the people.
And if the people
won’t loan in bonds, it must take in
taxes.
Hence, the more we loan the
less we will have to give.
It’s all a question of saving, saving,
saving—and never was there a better
time to begin than now with the Liberty loan bonds as an attraction. The
man who has no ready money with
which to buy the bonds Is the very
man that the government wants above
all other classes of men to loan it his
money; his money saved here with a
dollar and there with a quarter. It. is
the finest kind of money to give to our
country: the money that we save by
some act of self-denial.
It isn't the
money that we have in the bank that
we want to draw out and buy Liberty
bonds with; It is the money that next
winter we can save, month by month.
That is really helping your boy “over
there!’; helping the government to
keep him warm and fit, and. Incidentally, helping yourself to lay by the most
valuable pieces of paper that you can
buy, put away, and all the time getting
a good Interest on them.

Successful Red Cross Entertainment at Searsport.

many

when the fourth Liberty loan is announced that they have not as yet
paid for the third loan bonds for which
they subscribed. That may be true,
but that is no reason why we should
Before the
fail to subscribe again.
fifth loan can be issued we will have
paid for the third loan bonds and begun paying for the fourth loan bonds
that we subscribed for.
Thus if we
go on we will have a distinct part in
each loan have each month put aside
a
sum for the best investment on
earth, have acquired the steady habit
of saving, and when the last loan is
announced and we shall have taken
part of that and paid for it, we shall
find ourselves in possession of a collection of bonds that will make us
proud of the share we took in the war
and have a comfortable “nest egg" in
the bargain.
Must Do Our Best.
Never, really, was there such a
stimulant given us to do without the
nonessential and save. Not only is it
saving for our boys and helping them
to fight, but it is saving for them when
they come home and saving for ourIs there, in imagination, a
selves.
prouder parent than that father or
mother, who when his or her boy
comes home from serving his country,
can open a drawer and pull out a neat
little package of Liberty loan bonds?
That is what we mean by "keeping the
home-fires burning;” by “backing up
our boys,” by
"doing our bit.” The
only point is that we should change
the latter to “doing our best.” We've
done our “bit” in the past loans; in
iiiib

one

a

rronaie i/uuri neic ai

r>euum, wimm rnu
on the 13th day of

County of Waldo,
August, A. D. 1918.
A certain instrument, purporting to be an
authenticated copy of the last will and testa
ment and the probate thereof of Guy Noiman.
late of Newport, Rhode Island, deceased, having been presented for probate with a petition
uraving that the copy of said will may be al
lowed filed and recorded in the Probate Court
of said County of Waldo, and that letters testamentary be issued to Louisa Palfrey Norman, the executrix named therein, without
bond, it being so provided in said will,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
ibis order to be published three weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 10th day of September, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before noon,
nd show cause, if ary they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
for the

A true copy.

Attest:

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

>

j
j

j

j
j

j
j
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At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
A ugust. A, D. 1918.

Belfast, within and
on the 13th day of

C AROLINE M. CUTTER, one of the trustees of the will of Frances D. Johnson, late of
Belfast.in said County of
ing presented a petition praying that Francis
J. Starrett of Springfield,in the State of Massachusetts. may be appointed trustee under said

Waldo,deceased,hay-

will to fill vacancy caused by the resignation
of Jennie M. Patterson Luehrs as trustee, to
act jointly with said Caroline McLellen and
herself, according to the provision of law.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this oraer to be published three weeks succeshe Republican Journal, a newspaper
siv ly in
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
Probate Cougt, to be held at Belfast, within
a
and for said County, on the 10th day of September, A. D. 1918, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

granted.

*

ELLERY BOW uEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 18th day of

D, 1918.
August,
JENNIE M, LllEHRS, formerly Jennie M.
tive secretary for New England. Under
one of the trustees of the will of
her are hundreds of workers. Some are PatterBon,
Frances D. Johnson, late of Belfast, in said
and
secretaries
of
paid
yast experience
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
others are volunteers. All are intent up- a petition that she now resigns said trUBt, it
on making the war work
campaign a being inconvenient that she Bhould further
success.
In order to be that, the Y. W. serve as said trustee.
C. A. will have to raise $15,000,000
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
throughout the country as their share of to all persons interested by cansing a copy of
order to be published three weeks succesthis
the great co-operative campaign with
a
the National Y. M. C. A. As National sively in The Republican Journal, newspaper
that they may appear at
chairman for the drive, the Y. W. C. A. published at Belfast,
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
has named Mrs. Henry P. Davison, treasand for said County, on the 10th day of Sepurer of the Y. W. C. A. War Work Countember, A, D. 1918, at ton of the clock before
cil, and wife of the chairman of the Amer- noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
ican Red Cross.
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

[anized and prominent club women are
granted.
Wstch The Journal grow. We would
'allying to the drive. Miss Mary E. DunA true
>ar, formerly general secretary of the like to have YOU one of its growing
'ortland, Maine, Y. W. C. A., is execu- members.

copy.

ELLERY BOWDEN .Judge.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register

pointed

WALDO SS. In Court ot Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 13th day of August, 1918. Willis W. Washburn, administrator on the estate
of Alice F, Arnold, late of Palermo, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first
and final account of administration of said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journals
in said
a
newspaper published in Belfast,
County, that all persons interested may attend
on tha
at
held
be
Belfast,
to
at a Probate Court,
10th day of September next, and show cause,
should
said
account
if any they have, why the
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A

true

copy.

Attest:
Chas. E.

allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof bfe given, three
Jourweeks successively, in The Republican
in said
nal a newspaper published in Belfast,
interested may atall
that
persons
County,
tend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
and Bhow
on the 10th day of September next,
the said account
cauBe, if any they have, why
Bhould not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.

A true c>py.

Johnson, Register.
at

WALDO SS. In Court of
Belfast, on the 18th day of AuguBt.|l918. J..W.
Brock, administrator of the estate of Raymond
CounU, Nickerson, late of Searsport, in said
and
ty’ deceased, having presented ofbissaidfirstestate
final account of administration
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Joursaid
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in
attend
County, that all persons interested may
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 10th day of September next, and show
the said account
cause, if;any they have, why
should not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
E. Johnson, Repater.
Probate, held

_Chau,

WALDO SS. Ill Court of Probate, held at
Belfast,on the 13ih day of August, 1918 John
estate of Ueorge
S Howe, administrator of the
deM. Rowe, late of Palermo, in said County,
ceased, having presented his first and final
said
eBtate
for
of
account of administration

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, Register.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 18th day of August, 1918. Lina
of
A. Bennett, administratrix of the estate
Joaiah Colson, late of Prospect, in said County,
final
and
first
her
deceased, having presented
for
account of administration of said estate
allowance.
three
Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Belfast, in said
a newspaper published in
attend
County, that all persons interested may
at Belfaat,on the
be
held
to
at a Probate Court,
10th day of September next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY jjOWDEN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. JoHNSON.Jtegiater^

ment of
JOHN SULLIVAN, late of
the County of Waldo, decease.:
having demands against the estai
ceased are desired to present ti

in

tlement, and all indebted theret
to make payment immediately
SARAH L.
Me., August 13, 191'

Searsport,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTH

hereby gives notice that
of t:
duly appointed administratrix of
JULIETTE A, AMES, late
in the Countyof Waldo, deceabonds as the law directs. All
demands against the estate of saidesired to present the same for set1
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately to my author
John R Dunton, Belfast, Maine
DAIS' M
Hopewell, Va., August 13. 1918
scnber

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
scriber hereby gives notice that
of
duly appointed administrator
HORACE JONES, late of Win.e
;
in the County of Waldo, decease*:
All
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of**
same foi
are desired to present the
and all indebted thereto are request
payment immediately. RALpH , MiiK'*
Belfast, Me,. Auguet IS, 1918
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bpieuuiu
foundation for a sound business proand
the necessary war
enacting
gram
There has been
measures.
hearty
team-work among the heads of State
departments In the great task and the
strong and capable men who compose
the present Executive Council have
used their business Judgment and executive energy without stint.
“Members of exemption boards and
the various advisory boards, members
of public safety committees and the
various welfare and relief organizations have worked devotedly for the
common purpose.
Any of us are willing to be superceded any time by
show
better fitness for
those who can
the task in hand. For the great goal
is prompt and decisive victory and no
individual’s life or health or personal
ambition Is worth a moment's consideration compared with the winning of
the war.
“The magnificent response of the
State of Maine to the challenge of the
war program has been the natural expression of the patriotism of our people. It has been our task to stimulate
and supplement these patriotic impulses by every resource at the command of the State government and to
keep the war activies of our State in
close harmony with the program of
the National Government.
“Maine stands first In volunteer enlistments considering all branches of
the service, has the record for the entire country for prompt recruiting and
equipping a complete national Guard
regiment, and has now mustered In a
fourth National Guard Organization
known officially as the Third Maine
Infantry because the natural patriotism of our people was supplemented
by proper recruiting campaigns at the

vlilliken Flays Critics.
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from
fuf re-imbursement in
Pil .nfirm and dependent
the father or
\ t ‘han
the other hand re,,
...-Minement to the cases
ve is the resident of a
soldier, sailor or
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NO

CONCEALMENT: NO APOLOGY.
“In general, without taking more of
your time in a discussion of the details, let me say that the present State
Administration has nothing to conceal
and nothing to apologise for. We have
treated the State’s business from a
business standpoint and not from a political standpoint. We have carried
out unflinchingly our promise to the
people that the resources of the State
would be used to the utmost for the
rigid and impartial enforcement of all
the laws of the State. I have always
been accessible to any citizen who
wanted to see me for any purpose and

expense.

“No unit of Maine troops has lacked
any necessary comfort or equipment.
Whatever was lacking from the Federal Government we have purchased
at the State’s expense without delay
and without red tape. Before 3 o’clock
in the morning after President Wilson
read his war message, we had telegrams on the wire olinohing the necessary equipment for raising our regi-

ui

sailor should be deemed
therefore a proper case for
to the city or town if
al30 ‘inttrm and der
a member of the family
soldier, sailor or marine
After careful examlna;l,b!e authorities and conhe attorney general we
ity years as a reason-

regarded

“There was a substantial saving
from these figures in the year
1917 as indicated by the contingent
fund balance of over $300,000 on July
first, 1918, a balance accumulated out
of unexpended appropriations for the
previous year.
There will also be a
substantial balance on the right side
at the end of the year 1918.
“These results were made possible
in the first instance by the wise act of
the Legislature in adopting the budget
system and further by close personal
attention of the heads of departments,
members of the Executive Council
and myself
to
every detail of the
State’s business.
No
checking accounts are no wheld for the State of
Maine outside the State Treasury. All
receipts and disbursements are to and
from the treasury itself.
The record
of each day’s transaction is Had on my
desk at the close of the day’s business.
Employees are paid weekly and merchandise accounts every two weeks,
and all items to be paid pass under my
eye and are approved by the committee of the Governor’s Council before
payment is actually made.
even

un.ve

strength.
“By securing our own patrol-boat
fleet, we provided for the protection
of the Maine coast long before this
ments to

dividing

d the cities and towns
In view of the recent ef„k
poaitcal capital out of
■tlate aid law, it is in■p that from the best ln.->y command Maine Is

war

result could otherwise have been accomplished by the N'avy Department.
"It was not by chance but by a long
and patient process of negotiation
with the bureaus of labor and immiur or five states compelgration in Washington and the Canaif aid to families of soldian Government that restrictions on
re m addition to the aid
Federal government. the Canadian border were modi tied so
as to avert the disastrous labor short>
our resources, the
and
such aid under this 1 age that threatened our Industrial
-al than in the case agricultural interests
"Through the Public Safety Comc
Payments for remittee and in co-operation with the
I s and towns durwill Federal Government we haw conduct
ru mbs of 1918
000 and for 'he -d a steady campaign for increased
: >
food production and have led the nah s year wrill probtion both In point of time and effiPavmenis made
ciency in solving the problem of sup
io more than 2oO<J
b> the use of
approved for re- piemen'mg isrm labor
boys of high school age
"A committee on shipbuilding un
dar the ab,e eadership of Got- rnor
.n SI FPERED
Cobb, after many conferences with
The shipping board m Washington suct.- ceil
ir at teaceeded in adapting the construction
at wrl ie the (}otwere
obliged to plan* to Maine conditions so as to al
low the p acing of more titan J8.000.ih the
.tw, in the
000 worth of contracta in Maine ship-Alee and towns un
«
yards,
e| me far beyond
“In cooperation with the Federal
-ej upm us in s-eGovernment and especially with the
cTpjy case of need
.«
surgeon general of the army sanitaration wus properly
tion xones around important naval and
idistress and inconen occasioned by deshipyard points have been marked out ;
■
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,TORY GENTLEMEN,
-tailed recital of the real
ve,: i.ug the draft law and the
ijg fur aid for the depentiers has been put before
.a* length In order to show
: .seless and misleading are
.>f charges made against
administration by a small
tical profiteers In their
pursuit of public office.
Indulged In other comfault findings too numerto mention here, most of

l»t
'-

been brought to my
the subtle lnsinu*<1
Their plan has been
good work that may
and, mindful of the
of dust In the eye will
*
of the finest landdust continuously In
oters of Maine to obu on election day. The
.mpaign thus far sug11
hat these voeiferv gentlemen have suf•
ion in their own
no doubt to the in,ie hunger for public
h they are afflicted. It
this connection that
ialn features of a com:::Bcul< program, even If
o be fair and construcdoes not necessarily
hat the critic is qualified
'•-•
'er the whole task and 1mvristlng conditions. Out of all
; sr-is&n clamor that during the
r*s so weeks has arisen in various
r' » of Maine, I do not at the moment
constructive suggestion or a
■og c hint of
any new program for
''
efficient or complete co-operar.°"b 'Th the Federal Government In
Prosecution of the war,
aie

in

■■

ROI D record of mainb.
m at u* llaTe been
straining
/ oervs snd working night and
kelp win the war and at the
LL
!lm» protect the phyalcel, morel
U*, ‘“Wotel health of the State of

E,-.",

‘(Slnst the strain of war eo»>
the reconstruction period
*“•' follow
The Maine memto
E* P Senate and House in Washl°T*Hy supported tne
of the United States with
•Ju,
T|swThe members of the
ks.
ti,lature without distinction
<4

to
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MONEY SAVED IN TAXES.
war
“High prices resulting from
same
conditions hare introduced the
into the
perplexities and emergencies
con
business affairs of the State that
man

in

his

Inferior, low-grade gasoline

tne ad-

You
cess

carbon

cost

It

in low

mileage,

weak power and

Quality gasoline.
car

by delivering more miles per gallon.

And in
You

are

saving you are "doing your bit”
actually fighting back of the lines.

Well Here
Means Fighting Well There
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

SO-CO-M'T MOTOR

KftOM) Of lift PASI
No Stronger Evidence Can I’e Had
Belfast.

ir,|

Look well to their record. What they
have done many times in years gone by
is the best guarantee of future results.
Anyone with a bad back; any reader sufj fering from urinary troubles, from kidney
i
ills, should find comforting words in the
following statement:
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller
1
street, Belfast, says: “I suffered with my
] back and kidneys. At times my back
to stoop
| ached so it was difficult for me
Since then when
over or straighten up.
my back troubled me, I got Doan’s Kidney Pills and they soon removed the
backache and corrected all difficulties
with my kidneys. 1 take this medicine
occasionally ami it keeps my kidneys in
fine shape.” (Statement given November 19, 1904.1

■

I
Lida L. Brown, Old Town, to Clara H.
! Gould, Bangor; land and buildings in

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in 4V aldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Aug. 24, 1918.

Herbert L. Clark, Frankfort, to Charles
H. Alley, do; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Junius S. Stone, Hampden, to Bussey
1
Ida M. Woods, Unity, to J. A. Adams, j
! & White, Winterport; standing timber in
do; land in Unity.
i
William A. Dickey, Lincolnville, to Winterport.
Hattie M. Flagg, Belmont; land in LinState of Ohio, City of Toledo,
colnville.
Lucas County, ss.
Alice McLennan, North Jay, et als, to
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
Willie J. Rainey, Prospect; land in Prossenior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
pect.
: &
Co., doing business in the City of
Nellie I. Bangs, Belfast, to Samuel
Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and
|
in
Belfast.
and
buildings
land
Cohen, do;
that said firm will pay the sum of ONE
Thomas C. Mitchell, Troy, to Ashley T.
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
in
land
Troy.
do;
Mitchell,
every case of Catarrh that cannot be
Lucy J. Gardner, Lincolnville, et als., cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH
to Herbert G. Morse, et al., Belmont; land
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
1
in Lincolnville.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
Lucy A. Rhoaes, et als., Northport, to my presence, this 6th day' of December,
Annie E. Rhodes, do; land in Northport.
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886
Annie E. Rhodes, Northport, to Beulah
(Seal*
Notary Public.
R. Nealey, do; land in Northport.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken inCharles O. Dickey, Northport, to Fred
ternally and acts through the Blood on
E. Dickey, do; land and buildings in the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. Send
Northport,
for testimonials, free.
Alpheus Roberts, Brooks to Emma F.
&
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, O.
Roberts, do; land and buildings in Br: oks.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
to
Ansel
Newburg,
Leonard O. Smith,
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Benner, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Arthur Ritchie, Belfast, to Abbie M.
The Races at Union.
Wood,'do; land in Belfast.
Leon W. Parsons, Thorndike, to Ross
Entries are being received for the races
C. Higgins, do.; land in Thorndike.
which will be held at Union Sept.25th and
Nellie M. Buzzell, Belfast, to Isaac J.
in
Belfast.
26th in connection with North Knox Fair.
Baker, do; land and buildings
Vesta M. Young, Lincolnville, to Al- The closing date for these entries is Sept.
bion F. Gross, Swan’s Island; land and 18th. Following are the events; Sept.
25th, 2.38 trot or pace, purse $100;2.28 trot
buildings in Lincolnville.
Edward E. Stevens, Hyannis, Mass., to or pace, purse $125; 2.20 trot or pace,
Sept. 26th, 2.24 trot or
Joseph F. and Esther J. Stevens, Unity; purse S150.
land in Unity.
pace, purse $150; 2 It trot or pace, purse
$200.
Edward E. Stevens, Hyannis, Mass.,
et al., to Esther J. Stevens, Unity; land
in Unity.
Cross and Jackson Reunion.
Ralph L. Flanders, Boston, to Evelyn
L. Peavey, Dallas, Texas; land in NorthThe annual reunion of the Cross and
port.
Jackson families will be held at Honesty
Annie E. W. Cobe, Northport, to Evelyn Grange Hall, Morrill, on Wednesday,
L. Peavey, Dallas, Texas; land in North- Sept. 4, 1918.
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FROM

Belfast, depart,
Citypoint,
Waldo,
1|
Brooks,

!

Knox,

1 Thorndike,

! Unity,
! Winnecook,
! Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,
Fairlield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,
TO

for Summer Hotels
and

6.55
+7.00
+7.10
7.22
+7.34
7.40
7.48
17.58
8.10
12.10
8.28
c8.38
8 41
11 50
3.20

p.m.

2.30
+2.35

+2.45

j

LOCATED ON THE LINE Of THE

|

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
to
give opportunity to those desiring
a change in location fora new start

|

2.57
+3.09
3 22
3.38
+3.45
3.55
5.15

!

make

|

in life.

1

Unlimited Kaw Material
AND

Good Uarpiinjj Land

a.m.

ArfAIT DEVELOPMENT.

BELFAST

Boston,

a.m.

a.m.

2.45

10.00
p.m.

7

Portland,

Water’ I'ower

Undeveloped

5,10
5.21
5.28
8.25
4.30

Camps

I

BELFAST)
a.m.

15

Communications
I

are

12.50 I

a.m.

invited and

when

receive

addressed to any

MAINE CENTRAL,

|

locations

regarding

will

attentions

agent

the

of

nr to

3.40
10.20
7.15
Waterville,
:ndustrial bureau
1 15
6 50
Bangor,
10.27
7.21
+3.47
Fairfield,
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
3.53
10.37
7.31
Clinton,
4.15
10.50
8.25
Burnham, leave,
+11.00
+8.35
+4.25
PORTLAND. MAINE,
Winnecook,
4.33
8.50
11.30
Unity,
j-4.42
11.45
9.07
I_—-—
Thorndike,
+11.55
+9.15
+4.50
Knox,
5.05
12.57
9.30
Brooks,
+5.15
+1.15
+9.40
Waldo,
+5.25
+1.40
+9.50
Citypoint.
5.30
1.50
9.55
Belfast, anive,
Old rags are at present especially high.
tFlagstation.
I am still paying the highest prices possicStops to leave passengers.
ble for old iron, burlaps, bags, carpets,
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61
M. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
rope, metals, rubbers, papers and other
waste materials. If you have any goods
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine. on hand drop me a postal or telephone
229-4, and I will call promptly.
SAM FREEDMAN,
Male Help Wanted.
16 Cross St., Belfast.
NOTE: Be sure that you are selling
your goods to Freedman by looking for

|
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RAGS

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA
t

SEAMEN

the

name on

the wagon.

Chance for Advancement—FREE.

WANTED

Shipping Board free navigation school
Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
Short cut to the
new Merchant Marine.
bridge. Two years’sea experience required,
Trustworthy girl or woman to care for
Native or naturalized citizens only. Course
No
Military exemption. Apply at two children while mother works.
six weeks.
tf 14
I kitchen work. Good wages. Address
school. Federal Building. Rockland.
34tf
“S,” Care Republican Journal.
U. S.

at
in

I
I

To the Voters of the
City of Belfast:
Your are hereby notified that the BOARD
OK REGISTRATION will be in session to rethe
vise and correct the VOTING LISTS of
City of Belfaat on the five secular days prior
Said
A.
O.
1918.
to the ninth day of September,
Board of Registration will be in session from

the forenoon to one o’clock io the
in the
afternoon, and from three to five o’clock
in
afternoon, and from seven to nine o’clock
of
said
four
days, to
ths afternoon, on the first
of
the
qualificatione
evidence
touching
receive
the
voters therein and to revise and correct
of said secular
voting list, and on the last one
of said lists
correctness
the
to
verify
days
of
and to complete and close up its records
said sessions. And on the last of said secular
certified
days at five o’clock in the afternoon,
be delivered
copies of said voting lists shall
and a
Belfast
of
said
of
City
Clerk
to the
the last
receipt taken therefor, except that on
on
the
and
to
registration
of said days devoted
as
last of said days devoted to the records
at
shall
close
above, the sessions of the Board
no name ahall
but
afternoon,
the
in
five o’clock
after
be added to or stricken from said lists
five o’clock in the afternoon of the last of said

DR. CLETEVr
and Throat.

Eye, Ear, Nose

HOWES BUILD1VJ, VI 0M3\Y S.
Office Hours—9-12, 1-5.

3mSl*

nine in

38.798.40

g"is?Ln.94.i88.5f

22,085,611.72
j

|

3
-y

.V

’’

ONE POUND
OF DELICIOUS HOME MADE BON
BONS sent to you postpaid for 65 cents.
“HOOVER SWEETS” 55 cents. Send
for list of home made candies.
LONGFELLOW C ANDY SHOP,
654 Congress Street,
Portland, Maine.
2w34*

WITH

MODERN

devoted to registration as above,
to let. Apply to
CHAS, O’CONNELL, Chairman
2w34
Board of Registration of the City of Belfaat,
Tel. 253-5.
Belfast, Maine, August 12, 1918,- 4w33

dava

Children Cry

CASTOR I A

Farms,Sites

Mill Sites,

90.815.88

FOR FLETCHER’S

Locations

BRANCH

BURNHAM

AND

On and after June 24, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

j

family

Quarries,
Factory

_

BELFAST

j

port.
Liberty & Belfast Telephone Company,
Searsmont, to Frank W. Barlow, do; land
and buildings in Searsmont.
Leslie B. Smith, Waldo, to Clarence E.
Gurney, do; land in Waldo.

PAgOLlNg

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Northport.

*

hssisJ1***

days.

Saving

•nfcmn
Aroo«tooicB,n.:::::::::
455.865.47
rJmh^STnd.
....

these

Look for the Red, White and Blue SO-CO-NY Sign.
Save well.
Save with SO-CO-NY. Save wisely.

Two Years

,.1.

ex-

It reduces the oper-

Saving in

WL

run.

saves.

front the average
I have no time to
expense account.
tell you in detail how these problems
to say
have been met. It is sufficient
that every need of each State departbeen
fully
ment and institution has
the road-building program has
met,
above
been continued »t less Increase
normal cost and with less overhead
state.
charge than in any other eastern
All building projects except those
which were delayed with the approval
been
of the Capital Issues Board have
war
carried on, and yet in the fact of
we
costs,
conditions and increased
have run the State at a tax rate of two
of
mills less per year than the auditor
the previous administration estimatlias
ed would be necessary. This
meant a saving of more than two million dollars in the two years and any
of you gentlemen can note the saving
in your own particular county from
the following list of figures:
County

long

deposits.

SO-CO-NY is the
ating cost of your

1

I

the

count

in the

costs most

■

Colds Affect the Kidneys.
On November 1, 1916, Mr. Heal said:
j “1 have
every bit as much confidence in
Doan's Kidney Pills now as when I gave
At
my former endorsement of them.
times, when I have caught cold, I have
noticed a slight return of kidney trouble,
but Doan’s Kidney Pills have never failme prompt relief.”
; ed to give
Price 60c. at ali dealers. Don’t simply
j
a
ask for
kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—th’e same that Mr. Heal
8t
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo,
“These activities and many others N- Y.
that might be mentioned have presenthave
ed problems without precedent,
and have
required prompt decisions,
close
and
Involved frequent contact
co-operation with the Maine delegation In Washington and various departments of the Federal Government.
We have had no time to brag about
of
what we have been doing and many
our most difficult and delicate probmill- 1
lems have been so involved with
not be
tary matters that they could
made public at all.

JlSieonk
•ti

paiienuy

vice that has been given me about appointments and all other public questions, but I have made my own decisions and no man or group of men
could ever dictate what course of action I should follow.
I have consistently refused to remove Democrats
from office during the term tor which
they have been appointed unless 1 had
a sufficient reason other than the fact
that he belonged to a different political party, and no political Influence
has been sufficient to secure the appointment of even a janitor to the
State House, unless we felt satisfied
that he was qualified for his Job.
I
am not indifferent to political success
or failure nor am I ignorant of the supposed requirements of political expediency, but I can honestly say to you
this afternoon that not since taking
the oath of office In January. 1317,
have 1 turned aside from what seemed
to be my duty because of the possible
political effect of an;, action of mine.
"The present State administration
in Maine stands fur complete co-operation with the Federal government in
every item of the war program for
management of the State's affairs in
accordance «. h
mslness principles
and for uniform, uncompromising enforcement of the law In common with
the Maine delegai >n at Washington,
if a difficult and
we are in the ml
It is for the voters of
delicate ytsk.
-J- they wish to enMane to say will
dorse the sort of program we have offered them and keep the experienced
crew on the Job

n*w

In the State
centers of population
pr'lonments from the
and also by delay In reagatnet the special diseases most in
health
of
our
to
the
Army and
Jurlous
to which the depends and sailors are entiNary
“The earliest and most efficient rere Federal Government.
lief to the sufferers in the Halifax dis"
ked out a complete coaugement between the aster was mobilized by telephone from
■f Department of the Red j my office and sent from the State of
:e
.Maine Public Safety
.Maine.
Maine, in fact, was the only
overlug every city and State which sent a relief expedition
.• State ao that any indivldand paid its expenses out of State
need or dlstreas could be i funds.
e -onal
attention
at
once
"Special arrangements have been
•~e ngenciea.
It is our CUS- ] made for the reception of returned
or
'v
soldiers afflicted with tuberculosis
up every such case that
ir attention and If the need
with shell shock and a plan is now be■-rv as. for example, during
ing worked out for surgical treatment
elpt of Government funds, at the State’s expense for men of draft
'her reason the situation age who can by such means be made
turn through regular chanavailable for military service.
•o-d Cross has never yet
“Maine was the first State to pres■vide whatever was neces- ent a complete plan in Washington
for vocational training in co-operation
emergency.
'retie tales recently spread with the Federal Government and the
"J
certain candidates re- first to provide such training at State
soldier’s expense for men of draft age.
of a
death
,e
g
“Maine has also put Into operation
almshouse and other
a more thorough
cgfcd neglect are so far as at her own expense
and complete organization for apprei; them up untrue in fact
and
unfair In the inference hension of slackers, delinquents
deserters than I know of in any other
drawn from them.
■
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Back of the Lines

Fighting

CONVENIENCES,
W. H. COOMBS,
23 Washington Street.

S
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CLARIONS

FREEDOM

bring
from

accompanied
McElbiney. Mrs. Nichols was born in ter Muriel of Brownville,
Jane I by Mias Alice Young of Bangor came
Belfast, the daughter of John and
and returned
(McKeen) Simpson. She was married to I Saturday night by auto
Capt. Wilson Nichols of Searsport, by Sunday,
whom she had two children, Frank and
Mr. Will Devereaux joined his family
Mrs.
last week at their Sandypoint cottage for
Maggie Nichols, both deceased.
> n, Capt.
a
step
survived
by
is
Nichols
a ten days’ stay, at the end of which they
Chas. Nichols of Searsport; b; two great will all return to their home in Rutherneifhews, Wm. Simpson of Nicaragua, ford, N. J.
and Theodore Cunningham of Bucksport,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Wynne returnoue great niece, Margaret Cunningham
from their wedding
of Bucksport, and a cousin, Mrs. Porter ed Saturday night
her trip to Northern Maine, and were the
of Machias, who tenderly cared for
of her parents, Mr.
for over a year before her death. Mrs. guests over Sunday
and
Unitarian
Mrs.
the
Bennett.
A.
R.
with
identified
was
Nichols
church, but always attended the CongreMrs. Frank Treat was the guest of Mr.
She
gational church when in Searsport. and and Mrs. Bion Sanborn from Friday
kind
was a woman of gentle nature,
being present at the
will night until Monday,
thoughtful, and a host of friends
wedding of their daughter, and returning
mourn her.
to Milo with the bridal party.

drudgery,

kitchen work

from unnecessary
—

they simplify

housekeeping. There is a regularity, a smoothness about
operation that

Clarion

rely

you

upon. You know just
time to allow for

much

cooking

can

how
each

process because Clarion

uniform. Let a Clarion begin now to lift your burden.

results

are

service flag
The dedication of the town
which took place on Friday evenmg,
was a most
August. 16th, on Main street,
was
A large crow
impressive event.
with singpresent and the services began
Rev. C.
ing of America by all, prayer by
Rev.• 1. «•
H. McElhiney, address by
read by Rev N
Martin, the roll of honor
its 41 stars
F. Atwood, and the flag with
men now in the
representing 41 Searsport James
Sweetser
service was hoisted by
War
and John Ames, two Civil
Banner
The singing of the Star Spangled
roll of honor.
closed the program. The
J. Carver,
Frederick F. Black, Wilbur
James
Sumner C. Pattee, James Erskme,
Gilkey, ClarFord, Ralph Gilkey, Archer
Herbert
ence
Gilkey, Donald Russell, Lesmore
Partridge, Nehemiah Roulstone, Sargent
Arthur Young, Walter

I 7/OOD ® BISHOP CO.E*d Banger, Maine
______

Sold

W. A. Hall, Belfast

by

Leib and Miss Louise Leib Saturday. The
on their way by auto from

SEARSPORT.

party were
York Beach
ing trip.

Dana Dutch of Waban, Mass., is spenda short vacation in town.

to

Alligator Lake

on a

veterans^

camp-

Mts. Edwin Wheeler of Hyde Park,
Mass., Madame Wheeler of Tenant’s Harbor, and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Hobart of
Milford, Mass., motored from Rockland Kidder,
weeks.
Thursday and were the guests of Miss Raymond Lord, Charles Havener Ralph
Moody
Harold Marshall of Boston left last Henrietta Gilkey.
Bradley, Lincoln Berry, Ralph Wa ter
vacaHilmer Lindgrem
week, after spending a two weeks’
McCaslin,
Harry
L.
Ellen
Mrs.
P.
D.
E.
Mrs.
Nichols,
tion in Searsport.
Perkins. Harold Smith Eben
Leib and Miss Louise D. Leib were guests Scott/Fred
Harold Smart, AlThe engagement is announced of Miss of Mrs. Lincoln Colcord at her cottage Sawyer, Carl Carlson,
Earl Dak«,
Ethelind B. Havener to Mr. Asa Reed at Swan Lake for several days last week. bert Billings, Wm. Bragdon,George Innes
Lee Dakin,
Smith of Bangor.
Miss Florence Colcord spent a day at the Myron Curtis,
Leon
Trundy, Chester Overlock, Isaac
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Graves and Miss lake as Mrs. Colcord’s guest and Mrs. Levi
Oliver Downs
Stone,
Harold
Blake,
are
son
Freddie
are
spend- Frederick F. Black and
Dorothy Graves of Presque Isle
Mclnney.
Carver, Edward Davis, Joseph
now being entertained there.
ing two weeks in Searsport.

ing

Mrs. Wm. Rice of Malden,
two
Mass., are guests at Brookside for
Dr.

and

Miss Ruth Burr, who has been the guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs Fred Burr,
went to Brewer Wednesday.
Frank C. Whitcomb, daughter Orilla
and Miss Valma Webber motored to Aulast Tuesday, returning Wednes-

gusta
day.

Miss Miriam Whittier, who has a position at Hampton Institute, Hampton,Va.,
arrived Wednesday to spend a month’s
vacation.
Mrs. L. C. Havener, Miss Lucille HaveMiss Mabel Griffin and Miss Esther
Griffin motored to Augusta Wednesday,
ner,

returning Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy, daughter
Alice, Sidney Graves and Miss Dorothy
Graves motored to Rockland Thursday to
attend the launching.
Harold F. Smith of Belfast, who recently enlisted, is stationed at the naval
training station, Charleston, S. C., in Co.
7, 4th Regiment, section 4.
Joshua Curtis, who is employed in government farm work, arrived in Searsport
Thorsday for a short visit at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Curtis.
A. H. Nichols, who is now one of
Maine’s bank examiners, spends the weekends at his home in Searsport, making
trips through the State in his Buick car.
Mrs. James Parse arrived Wednesday

from New York. Mrs. Parse will return
to New York early in September accompanied by Miss Edith Parse, who spent
the summer in town.

Saturday evening, Aug. 24th, through

the kindness of Manager Green, a benefit
moving picture show was given in Union
hall, the proceeds, $22.50, going to the
Carver Memorial Library.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lord of Everett,
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs Fred Lord of
Augusta motored to Searspa t Thursday
and called on Mrs. James Sweetser. ^Tne
party were enroute for Everett.
About $150 was cleared from the Red
Cross entertainment given August 16th.
The entire alfuir was planned and carried
out under direction of M’ss Louise Dickerson I.eib of Washington, D. C.

A concert which was wen attended and
much enjoyed was given in the First
Congregational church Tuesday evening
for the benefit of the Carver Memorial
A.
Mrs. Arthur A. Moore is with Mrs.
Library. The artists were Miss Ada Allen
R. Bennett for an indefinite stay.
at
Mt.
violin
of
instructor
Chadwick,
Wm.
Holyoke College, Miss Arlen McRenney
Mrs. Hannah Gilkey and Mrs.
of Acadia College, Canada, and Miss Gilbert of Medford, Mass., are the guests
Margaret Butman of Brandon College, of Mrs. J. M. Parker,
Canada. The program:
and son
Mr and Mrs. Will Phillips
Schumann
of Mr.
Arabesque,
Lucine of Pittsfield are the guests
Miss Butman
i and Mrs. L. S. TitcomD.
Willeby
Love's Whisper,
are
Mr. Columbus Carley and daughter
Chopin
The Maiden’s Wish,
with his aunt,
Miss McRenney
spending the present week
Sibeluis I Mrs. Mary Ames in Prospect.
Valse Lente,
Rondino on a Theme of Beethoven,
have
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph CliiTord, who
Rreisler
last Saturj
spent the summer in town, left
Miss Chadwick
their home in Springfield, Mass.
Sibeluis day for
Romance in D minor,
San! orn, who has been visitButman
Fred
Mrs.
Berceuse,
left
Miss Butman
ing her sister, Mrs. W. H. Morrison,
Burleigh j Saturday for her home in Mansfield, Mass.
Deep River,
Salter
The Cry of Rachel,
Mr. Frank A. Colcord left Sunday for
j
Miss McRenney
His son
Y.
; his home in Brooklyn, N.
DeBeriot
Andante from 7th Concerto,
Walter remained a few days longer in
j
Mlynowski
Mazurka,
| town.
Miss Chadwick
Drury, wno
Mrs Walker and Mrs.
Mrs. Andrew M. Rossentertained about |
i have been guests of Mrs. Dr. Small for
a dozen friends at Bridge Thursday afterthe past three weeks, returned to New
her home on Main street. The
noon at
York Tuesday.
game was enjoyed until late in the after- j
There will be a large allotment of work
noon, when scores were added up and
Mrs. Edward S. Calderwood was found on hand Friday and a goodb number of
to have the highest, receiving a package willing workers is desired to be present at
Mrs. J. W. the Red Cross rooms.
of thrift stamps as a prize.
i Black was lowest and received as a conSeveral evenings last week companies
At 5
; solation, a set of knitting needles.
of our towns people went by auto to Belo’clock Miss Rebecca and Miss Lucy
fast to attend performances by the
Ross assisted in serving escalloped clams,
Gladys Klark Company.
,'hot rolls, olives, coffee, ice cream and
and punch was served during the
Mr. James Proctor of Patten is \yith
cake,
!
game. The affair was a most delightful his half- brother, Mr. Ora McKeen, havone and thoroughly enjoyed by all presing come last Thursday for employment
1
ent. The guests were Mrs. Andrew Allen on the R. R. section here.
of Orange, N. J., Mrs. Charles Garvin of
Mr. J. H. Gerrish spent the week end
South Natick, Mass., Mrs. Beverly Dirwith his wife, returning Monday to BanBose of Westburv, L. I., Mrs. Harold
gor where he has leased a house and anMarr of Oklahoma, Mrs. Edward S. Calnext. week.
derwood of Roxbury, Mrs. Frederick F. ticipates moving
Black, Mrs. J. W. Black, Mrs. Henry G.
Mrs. Maude Ginn with two children
Curtis, Miss Lucy Sargent, Miss Florence left last Friday for New York and BrookColcorri, Miss Jessie Nickerson and Miss lyn, having received word of her husHarriet Roulstone.
band’s arrival in the former city.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

j

j

j
!
j

j

j

j

j

Mrs. Hattie A. Nichols, widow of the
late Capt. Wilson Nichols of Searsport,
died Sunday, August 18th, at the home of
her cousin, Mrs. Caroline Porter of MaFuneral services were held from
chias.
Mrs. Porter’s home in Machias on Tuesday and on Wednesday the remains accompanied by Capt. Charles Nichols, a
son of the deceased, were taken to Searsport and interred in the village cemetery,
prayers being offered by Rev. Charles li.

Guests at Brookside this week include
Mrs. C. H Ma.’Donald, Bangor; Mrs. E.
B. Billings, Lynn, Mass.; Mrs. Charles
Garvin, daughter and maid, South Natick,
Mass.; Dr. and Mrs. Win, Rice, Melrose,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burleigh and son
Austin of Tavares, Fla and Bert Fernald
of Newton, Mass., called on Mrs. Eilsn

E. Barton came from
Aug. 20th for a fortnight’s
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Simeon F. Ellis. Her husb-nd is on the
firing line in France with the heavy arMrs.

tillery.

with his little son (in the care of his maternal grandmother. Mrs. Susie M. Rendell) until he is called to the colors, which
he expects will be soon.

with flowers and a fine band lent interest
to the occasion. Thousands of people
witnessed what was universally called a
beautiful launching. Among those present from Stockton were the following:
Dr. Herman Hichborn and wife, Dr.
Everett Hichborn, wife and her brother,
Mr. Adrian Burke, and Mr. and Mrs. j
Harry R. Hichborn; Capt. Elden Shute
and wife and daughter Louise and Mrs. ,
A. C. Colcord and Miss Harriet D. Hichborn; Mr. E. A. Colcord and son, Mr. i
Walter Colcord, and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Colcord and children and Mr. Rufus
Mudgett; Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Treat and
Mr. and Mrs. George Fletcher and Mr. ;
and Mrs. Wm. Morrison and Mrs. San- j
born; Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins and
Capt and Mrs. Rawding; Mr. and Mrs. j
Earle Richards and Mrs. L. A. Gardner
and little daughter and Mr. Hiram Eaton.
The vessel was built for Mr. Lewis K.
Thurlow' of Boston and bears the name of |
his son. Mr. and Mrs. George Hopkins
and Mrs. Earle Richards were invited by
Mr. Thurlow to join his launching party
at a line shore dinner served at Crescent
Beach. All who saw the launching considered it worth the trip.

Death of Mr*. Nancy Bridge*.

DIED.

Mrs. Nancy Bridges, widow of Frank
Bridges. In Penobscot, A
Bridges, died at her home in Penobscot, Nancy, widow of Frank Hr v-.‘'"lMB
Tuesday, August 20th, after a short illFLAGG. In Belmont, August
HR
Mrs. Bridges leaves four sons and Nellie L. Flagg, aged 31 vt ar,
ness.
Ij
and
Austin
teon, and 22 days.
two daughters: Roy,
Ul
who live in town, and Earl, who is with
Freeman. In Provident
j;
pH
the American Army in France; Mrs. Mau- 24, Sherman W. Freeman [,
:Bj|
rice Grindle of Penobscot and Mrs. Rachel Belfast, aged 47 years.
t J
Peavey of Bangor. Mrs. Bridges was a
HARR1MAN. In Bucks]),ci ^, H$
devoted mother and a kind neighbor and Mrs. Ira Harriman, aged 7
she will be greatly missed by her many
In Waldo,
Levenseller.
friends. Everett Leach and Henry Leach Gilbert C. Levenseller, aged id,
■
of
Mrs.
are
brothers
Bridges, 5 days.
of Castine
HH
and
of
brothers
a
of
last
family
the
large
MCCAMBRIDGE. In Frankfort , 1
sisters.
22, Alexander McCambrnlg.
Belfast, aged 79 years.
SMALL. In Belfast, Amuy
It is thought that Veazie, Maine, is the
80 year,
only town in the country that sent every Mary H. Small, aged
The popu- and 5 days.
man of military age to war.
STAPLES. In Belfast, AugUs,
I
lation of the town is 557.
liam H. Staples, aged fifi yea;, jiY

H§f|

BORN~

BELFAST PRICE < RRj
Corrected Weekly for 1 he ,i

BENNETT. In Hope, August 24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lorin W. Bennett, a son.
BOYNTON. In West Liberty, August
12, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boynton, a
son, 10 pounds.
COOK. In Troy, August 20, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cook, a son.
In Castine, August 12, to Mr.
Faye
and Mrs. George W. Faye, a daughter.
In Unity, August 16, to Mr.
Gerald.
and Mrs. Will Gerald, a daughter.
In
PERKINS.
Castine, August 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Perkins, a daughter.

'■

,1
6
'-^B

PRODUCE MARKET.PAID I'!;

Apples,

bbl.,

per

2 00a3

!Hay,
00,Hide

8 50';
Beans, pea,
8 50 idlllUCih
Beans, Y. E.,
45a50 Mutton.
Butter,
16a
18|p0t nt,>,
Beef, sides,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ramsdell of Rip15 Round 11.
Beef, fq.,
; v;:!
ley, Maine, arrived in town last Thurs32
straw
i
Cheese,
day and are living in the home of Mrs.
45
*'lt
Chicken,
Turkey.
Carrie Gardner. Mr. Ramsdell is In40 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
**'■
spector of sardine factories, and has been
20 Veal,
Duck,
MARRIED.
transferred from Rockland.
50 Wool, v
I
Eggs,
30 Wood, harn,
Mr. Walter Kimball arrived from BosAm.US-Rolerson. In Belfast, August Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
ton Aug. 20tli to join his family for a
24, by Rev. Mahlon E. Curtis, Samuel P Geese,
Mabel
Miss
visit with his sister-in-law,
RETAIL PRICE.
Aldus and Emma W. Rolerson, both of
j REtAll MAR',;. I
Simmons. Mrs. Kimball left last Friday
Belfast..
Beef, Corned, 22a28 Lime,
for Bangor to make visits on her home18a22 Oats,
CaRTER-Powi.es. In Belfast, August Butter Salt,
ward trip, her husband returning home
•
24, by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, Charles Corn,
94jOat Meal,
last Monday.
SWANVILLE.
W. Carter and Hazel M. Fowles, both of Cracked Corn, 1 79,Onions,
1 79 Oil, kerosene.
Corn Meal,
Belfast.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Collins and daugh35 Pollock.
LEACH-OGIER. In Camden, August 17, Cheese,
ter of Rockland arrived Saturday to reFrank E. Nickerson of Everett, Mass.,
3 15 Pork,
by Rev. S. E. Frohock, Everett Leach Cotton Seed,
main until Sunday night with friends,
is visiting with his family at H. M. and Louise
10 Rye Mea
Cranberries,
Ogier, both of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker. They were
Au37a42
In
Clover
I
MONROE-STINSON.
Searsport,
seed,
Shorts,
accompanied by Mrs. Harry D. Shute and Chase’s.
13 00al3 50 Sugar,
Rev. C. H. McElhiney, Royal Flour,
§.,
Master Harry I)., Jr., who were the guests ;
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. W. Willson of Bos- gust 19, by
5 00 Salt, T.
Monroe and Miss Ethel Stinson, both of H. G. Seed,
f"
of her mother, Mrs. A. C. Colcord and
ton are guests of Mrs. Willson’s parents, Searsport.
■>
3l!Sweet
!'
,tat
Mrs.
Lard,
and
her husband’s parents, Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson.
Elden S. Shute.
Herbert Shorey of Veazie has been the
What might have been a very serious
of his sister, Mrs. A. 1). Moody and
runaway occurred on Church street Mon- , guest
day, when a pair of horses owned by family, and other relatives in town for
| Alvah C. Treat, and hauling two long, the past few days.
i heavy poles, became frightened in the
Mrs. Ada Billings and her niece, Miss
Marsh woods and dashed down the hill
i upon the run, fortunately going one on Gladys Brennan, from Farmington, N. H.,
I each side of a telegraph pole which stopare in Hampden the guests of Mrs. Bilped their llight throwing both horses to
S. D. Greeley.
the ground. To the surprise of onlook- lings’ brother,
Last Sunday Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Nickers, no bones were broken or any apparMr. Treat was
ent injuries sustained.
erson and
daughters Hazel and Edna
not upon the load when the horses startand Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm
May,
a passin
followed
immediately
but
ed,
ing automobile and took his horses home, motored to Enfield, where they were
leaving the logs by the roadside.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irving Edgecomb.

end
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.22 Caliber

Rev. A. E. Wilson of Belfast deliver-

Mr. and Mrs Charles Capen and son
Don arrived Saturday night from their
home in Eastport and were the week-end

ed

Sunday.
It is to be regretted that there Avere not
more out to enjoy it, out tiie camp-meet-

vrrv

a

very able sermon here

last

rtifles and

came

I

|
I
•

I

!
!
I

FIR5T

j
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Rifleman U. S. Government decorations awarded to civilian and
junior marksmen by the National Ride Association at Y\ nsLingtoa.
Get a

Sold

wedding ceremony was performed by accompanied by her nephew, Wm. Gili
Rev. Harry Huily who used the doubleliet, was in town Sunday. Mrs. Waldron I
ring service. The bride was given away is
is able to i
the
century
mark,but
nearing
by her father, her brother, Mr. Donald ride out and recognize her old acquaintSanborn, acting as best man and her ances with a nod and a smile.
cousin, Miss Blanche Doe, as bridesmaid.
The bride was becomingly gowned in
white voile and carried a shower bouquet.
The executive committee of the Maine
The parlor, in which the wedding oc- Committee on Public Safety at a session
curred, was prettily decorated with vari- held at the Blaine Mansion, Augusta, Au- I
ous flowers and the di- ing-room was algust 21st, decided that any action taken
in yellow and white. After the cerel
by the committee o encourage the curconsisttailment of Christmas buying was inexmony refreshments were served,
ing of bride’s cake, wedding cake, fancy pedient. The committee listened to Col.
The Frank B. Cummings of Portland, Herbert
crackers, sandwiches and coffee.
young couple left later by auto for a L. Emery of Waterville and Mayor Willis
wedding trip to Milo, where they will E. Swift and D. W. Adams ol Augusta,
spend several days with the bride’s uncle representing retail merchants, who were
and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Treat. strongly opposed to any elimination of !
Only the immediate family of the bride Christmas shopping as had been suggested.

!
i
!

Remington UMC Ride aud Cartric^ca and be sure you ar«s right,

by Snorting

Cools Dealers in Yctir

Community

Clean arc! oil yc»:r rifle with REM OIL. the coir. Unation Powder Solvent, Lubricant and Rust Preventive

j

1

Cartridges

get the right rifle and ammunition—then shoot rvl*
lie loves shooting, will not toler.;.
says the old sportsman,
“potting” around at tin cans, disdains “target shooting” competitions that are uot regular, and Lis advice rings true.
Remington UMC .22 Rifles are made in nine d.iferent models, fr.i-n
single shot to autoloading repeater. Every one of them is made to she t
some models are r!
right with Remington UMC -22 Cartridges
favorites for shooting to win the Marksman, Sharpshooter and Expert

!(son,

,

'■* !

Shading Right

in their new Hudson six, in
which they are to make the trip to South- ing at Maple Grove called many away.
ern California,
expecting to be two
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Merrithew of
months on the way, making visits in
Stockton
Springs, accompanied by Mr.
Rhode
and
Portland, Massachusetts
Island, before starting on their westward and Mrs. George Lanpher of Cape Jellitrip. The car is equipped with a tem,
were calling on friends in town Suntwo mattresses and compact cooking
; day.
They came over in the Merrithew
utensils and concentrated foods. A trunk
and pil- car.
;1 in the rear contains the bedding
lows—all necessities for a long tour being
Mrs. H. G. Applinand daughter Phyllis
They expect to spend the and her
provided.
sister, Miss Augusta Nickerson,
in
Southern
children
winter with their
who have been the guests of their parCalifornia.
I ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson, left
A. pleasant home wedding took place
in Mrs. Applin’s car Monday morning for
of
Mr.
home
on Monday at 2 p. m., at the
Bion B. Sanborn, when his daughter Boston.
Gwendolyn was united in marriage to J
Mrs. Woodbury Waldron of Searsport
Mr. Richard Connor of Castine. The

They

McKeen,
mother,
Corliss, who isat present with her daugh- j
Good ere and diugh-

Fort
time

Percy Baker arrived from
Fairfield, Aug. 21st to spend the
Mr.

|

Mr. and Mrs. M. J

Esther

Quincy, Mass.,

Mrs. J. F. Gerrity and daughter Helen
called on Mr. and Mrs. Alv.ili treat, Mon- ;
day on the way from* their outing in
i
Northport to their home in Bangor.
!
Mr. J. Carieton Corliss of Chicago arto
visit
his
rived last Thursday
sister, i
Mrs.
and his
Mrs. Ora
ter.

were present at the wedding, and her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn, and her
brother Donald accompanied the newlywedded pair to Milo, returning Monday
night. All friends extend best wishes.
j
On Thursday last, “all roads led to
I
Rockland,’’ people coming from all directions to witness the launching of the
schooner, Paul E. Thurlow,
| four-masted
built by Master John Wardwell and showing the fine lines for which the Wardwell
family is famous. The fog of the morning was dispelled by noon-time, and at
12.15 the beautiful vessel slipped easily
along the ways and took' the water as
gracefully as a swan. She was christened
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THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC
CARTRIDGE COMPANY. Inc.
largest ^Manufacturers of Firearms and Ammunition in the World
NEW YORK. CITY
WOOLWORTH BUILDING
____

|

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding

and Transient Stab

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET’, JUST

011 li AI

etc.
Ciref.il Irit
I have single and double hitches, buckboaris,
Telephone—stable. 18-2; hou^e, 18 3.
our patronage is solicited.
W. C. PRESTON. E.

nIgIht TUESDAY, SEPT. 3
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iVSnier Presents the WorSci-Vtiue

DADDY

Comedy Success

LONG LEGS

1 Solid Year in

j

6 Months in

New York

\

Boston

City

in

j

4 Months in

London, Eng.

j

Philadelphia

600

Nights

FROM

By Jean Webster

THE STORY OF A GIRL WHOSE DREAMS CAME TRUE.

1 Solid I

Coming Here Direct

BANGOR

ear in

Chicago

I—---_A Car Load el Special Scenery
Is Carried

WHERE IT PLAYS AT THE

THEATRE

BIJOU

ON

by This Company

Monday, September

2

SEATS
ON SALE

“Daddy Long Legs” was the
Big Comedy Hit of Eangor
Last Season

FRIDAY

EDNA WAI TON AS

PRICES:

Orchestra, First 8 Rows,
AUG. 30

At Box Office

“

Balcony,

I
|

“JUDY

AT THE FASHIONABLE BOARDING SCHOOL

Last 9 Rows,
First 8 Rows,

AND
AND

,50

Tax___——

^KiAtki
ONLY unc

1^--—-THIS
ACT n.

*

$1.50

,

Admission,

«

A 10 % War
_
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I
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PRINCIPAL CITIES
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